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ABSTRACT

Maiiiiku Division is one of the 16 divisions in Makueni District, which is an Arid and 

Sc mi Arid Land (ASAL). The region suffers from water scarcity. Rainfall is low and 

unreliable. The region has experienced the presence o f many Non Governmental 

( hganizations (NGGs) and other External Support Agencies (ESAs)that have engaged in 

funding of rural water supply projects. The planning process leading to the 

implementation o f the water projects in Matiliku Division involved several actors each 

with its own role as indicated in the study. The actors included the local community, the 

ESAs and/or NGOs and the Government.

Exvn though each actor (partner) played specific role, there was lack o f coordination. 

\\ ;iief being a basic necessity for any community, the local community had to be coerced 

to provide labour during the implementation of the projects. The local administrators 

weie instrumental during the coercion process.

The study entailed the collection of two types of data namely, primary and secondary 

Jaw- h  made use o f  descriptive survey method and blended it with focused synthesis 

haw'd upon available literature. Data collected from the field was analyzed using the 

S ta tic a l Package o f  Social Sciences (SPSS). The methods of analysis involved both 

descriptive and inferential techniques as well as measures o f association (correlation - 

regression analysis).

The *tudy found out that the collaboration ol the ESAs with the Government was not 

obv'^ris unless where it was absolutely necessary. Such collaboration was evident in 

case> ot tecnmcai expertise wnere one party had knowledge at its disposal while the other 

lacked it. Issues of finances were major causes of conflicts between them especially in
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procurement o f materials There was no level playing ground ibrthe various actors hence 

conflicts always arose between them.

The study found out that the water supplies had adequate yields that could meet the 

present, future and the ultimate water demands up to the years 2009 and 2019. However 

water was usually not available. Unreliability o f the water supplies was the critical 

problem facing the population in fne supply area. This had led to the populations in fne 

projects' catchment area to depend on water from other sources that were at far distances 

beyond the stated Government limit. Operation and maintenance problems were major 

problems leading to water wastage hence unreliability of the water supplies.

Another revelation from the study is that the future sustainability o f the water projects 

implemented through the combined efforts of various actors was at stake. The water 

projects were not functioning to their capacity, vandalism and wastage were a common 

phenomenon. The benefits accrued from the projects were minimum. The projects had 

not been extended beyond fneir first phases. Ail fne above problems are related to fne 

wav the water projects were planned and implemented.

The study recommends that the role o f fne Government ana ESAs should no longer be 

that o f providing but enablers of other actors to succeed. This calls for collaborative 

efforts, initiatives and participation of all stakeholders at all the levels in the planning and 

implementation process. But o f importance is the aspect o f having a (common) shared 

vision, which should be guided by the legal and policy framework.

The study unveils that fne planning process should be continuous and interactive, each 

step informing and reinforcing the other and vice versa. For instance though the plan



implementation comes at the etui it should be thought of at initial stage and move along 

the design stage. Also of importance is that institutional arrangements and procedures 

among the all actors involved in the planning and implementation process of rural water 

projects must be well understood and appreciated by all if it is to lead to sustainable

projects.
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CHAPTER O NE: INTRODUCTION

i.O General Overview

Water is the basic supporter o f man’s activities and hence all living organisms depend on 

water, winch must be in good state for survival, (UNESCO, 1998). The Greek 

philosopher Finder, 5.B.C cited by Winstrand (1978:283) said, “ water is the best of all 

things". This statement is true when viewed in the light o f m an’s recorded history for it 

supports life and civilization. Therefore, the entire history ofmankind could be written in 

terms o f our need for water. From the ancient times, man realized that water was

essential tor survival and hence early civilizations flourished on lands made productive 

by great- rivers; such as the Tigris and Euphrates in Mesopotamia, Nile valley in Egypt, 

the Indus valley in India and the Huang- Ho in China.

Water is an eminently renewable resource. The water stocks are available for recharge

either through hydrologic cycles or through man- directed means. Yet all too often it is 

used as a non- renewable resource World Bank (1987:11). Worse, it is rarely available in 

the right amount, at the right place at the right time largely because precipitation is either

excessive or deficient. Moreover, demand for water in several parts of the world is

increasing more rapidly due to rising standard of living. The world scenario has never

been static; for instance, population has been increasing ever since man appeared on earth i
!■i

in contrast to the constant water resources. In any part of the world, true development !

means improvement ot the quality of life o f the people regardless o f their source of

1



m elihoou. This in effect means that the populations nave to oe Supplied with the 

necessary services that sustain life.

in order to improve the welfare o f the local people, many governments have attempted to 

provide water through the initiation o f several water projects in rural and urban areas. 

Such projects have been implemented through partnerships between the governments and 

donors or External Support Agencies (ESAs). However, majority o f the people have 

remained untouched by these changes. In Kenya especially iii the And arid Semi And 

Lands (ASALs) we have caricatures o f  stalled water projects dotting the republic. 

Though the Government has had a policy o f supplying water for all by the year 2000, 

today being past the set period, minimum success has been achieved. This is well 

exemplified in the policy documents such as the Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy 

(2000), which indicates that 50 per cent of the households in the country do not have 

access to safe-drinking water.

Critics such as Lelo (1999) notes that the major cause for stalled projects lies in the way 

development process is conceived, designed, packaged and disseminated. The 

centralized "Top-down* approach perpetuates a situation whereby decisions are made 

from the top and implemented from below. Local people have continued to be treated 

like empty vessels, which have no idea o f what is good for them. The approach used by 

the government and donors to design rural development projects seems to have failed to 

meet the set targets such as water for ail at reasonable distances by the year 2000. Such a 

challenge for water sector calls for effective planning and intervention methods from 

Governments and other international agencies on how to meet the demand for the same.



A different approach of initiating development is required in order to be able to meet the 

deficit that has not been met using previous approaches such as the "‘top- down approach 

aiid also to CuUiliei' the problems which emanate from the applied approaches.

Moreover, Samson anu Dwight (1990) noies Lhai the adequacy or water supplies to meet 

the varied demands placed upon the water depends on the quality as well as quantity of

the resource, "water is rarely pure, ail ground water and surface water naturally contain 

minerals uissolv ed r* ori i soil auu rock and'even precipitation usually contains impurities 

picked in die atmosphere. The Human Development Report (UNDP, 1998), reports that 

nearly 30 per cent of the population in Developing Countries, comprising o f more than

1.3 billion people lack access to safe drinking water and nearly over 2.5 billion lack basic 

sanitation. The most affected people by this water shortage are found mainly m tire rural 

areas, particularly in the Less Developed Countries. By 1970, only i4 per cent of the 

people in the rural areas in Developing Countries had access to safe supply o f  water that 

ruse to 29 per cent by 1980 (Gueiier, 198i). hi recognition o f this deficit, the united 

lNauuiii wigaiUZiuiun ^uinu/) ueeiaieu uie ivou  ̂ iu uc me unci national uniiKlng wauri 

Supply and Sanitation Decade (iDw'SSD) widi die aim o f satisfying the world population 

wiui clean water and sanitary disposal o f human wastes by the year 1990 (Hoiugaie, 

I972). Through the initiatives and assistance o f UNICEF, SIDA anu ouier agencies, 

2,263,5000 people were being served from improved outlets by 1972. This represented 

]4.3 per cent o f the country's population. The progress in water supply has therefore 

been disappointingly stow. This was witnessed even soon after the initiation o f the Rural 

Water Supply (R w S; program in Kenya. Carruuiers (i 972;3) for instance noted diat only 

9 pet cent ui uie population hud nouse connections and standpipes by then.
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Ai [he local level, and as if in response to the lu w ^ o u , tne fvenya uovemment nau set 

iiself in the 1966-1970 Development plan a goal ot providing water for ail population by 

the year 2000 at a reasonable distance. However, several years down trie road not much 

has been achieved. This is well evident as the National Development plan 1997-2001 

states that 75 per cent of urban population has access to safe drinking water, while 50 per

cent o f the rural population has access to potable water from various schemes. The above 

percentages have been decluung due to non-performance o f existing schemes, hi the

ASALs only 16.9 per cent o f the population nave access to safe water.

The UNCHS (Habitat i998), reports that the supply of clean water to all populations in 

the world can simply eradicate poverty and social stress. This can be attained through 

re leas mg time formerly used m fetching water for other economic activities and solution 

io the grueling work o f carrying water for long distances. According to the interim

Poverty Reduction Strategy paper for the period 2000-2003, the poor in Kenya constitute 

more than hair o f  the population of the country and that regardless of Poverty, over 50 

per cent o f  Kenya’s households do not have access to safe drinking water.

t r* 1e\ poor person is sometimes uenneu as someone laciong access to water in tne 

Participatory Poverty Assessment report (rrA , 1996). The provision of safe water 

supplies was regarded as part o f rural development (GOK, 1970). The study is geared 

towards analyzing the Government e fib its to achieve the above goal in Partnership with 

other support agencies in a localized area in Kenya namely, Matiliku Division in'

Makueni District.
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i . i  S ta te m e n t o f  iiie  R e se a rc h  r i t iu ie m

in order ro cany out a detailed study, the main research question was “why projects 

implemented by NGGs and outer External Support Agencies in partnership with 

Government have not been sustainable despite the heavy investments? This is studied on 

uic basts that water is a basic need and an important catalyst Tor economic and social 

development in the country. The Government in recognition o f this fact, immediately 

after independence realized that the provision of water was going to be a major factor in 

promoting development in ait sectors o f  the economy and committed itself to the supply 

o f waiei to all within reasonable distance (GOK, 1970). This was meant to ensure that 

water supply did not become a constraint to the country’s development. Guided by this 

policy, the 'water Department, which operated horn various ministries before becoming a 

full-fledged Ministry in 1974 embarked on intensive water development program in both 

rural and urban areas. The people themselves also joined in the spirit o f Hutui/ibce 

(pulliug together) and initialed a large number uf self-help water projects in various parts 

of the country.

The public sector hence begun to play a major role in the provision o f water supply 

Services to the people to an extent that it later Overshadowed die self-lie Ip initiative. Tins 

resulted in a systematic trend or taking over self-help water supplies. This trend however 

later proved to be a financial burden for the public sector to bear particularly in the 

operation and maintenance or huge network o f  water supplies all over the country. This 

saw die coming up o f donor support that mainly provided die much-needed financial 

resources hence the coming up oi many new schemes in the country. Ivlatiliku Division
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in Makueni District, Hasiem Province is one of the zones, which bene fixed from these 

clTdis. Several water projects were initiated through the Coinbuieu. enOrls Ci inc 

Government and External Support Agencies (ESAs) especially m the 193Os and early 

i 990s.

In line wiih this support iiie National Water Master Plan (NWMP), adopted die 

development target for provision of sale and reliable water within a reasonable distance 

or 2 kins for ail by the year 2010. However, a Survey by the welfare Monitoring Survey 

U conducted by World Bank and UNICEF (1994) indicated dial 10 per cent o f die 

population in urban areas and 65 per cent in rural areas did not have access to safe 

drinking water. From the comparison o f these targets and actual values, it can be said 

that majority of the population residing in rural areas still depend on contaminated water

sources. With the just ended drought in the year 2000 in the country, the situation was 

even worse in both rural and urban areas. ■

t . .  _i .1* . ■ . . .  .  .  -1 '  . . 1 .  .  . . I  t i .  . . .  t * . .  T * t  .  . .  i'HiM  £*\ .  . . . . . .in auuiuon, as ouiuncu m me ivanonai ruveny crauicalioii nan  i j j ,  women

who are the main collectors o f water, in dry areas and dry seasons may have taspend naif 

the day travelling and queuing mr water due to scarcity. This places heavy cost in terms 

of the time o f the already vulnerable and stressed families. Rural projects as noted by 

Chambers (1933), are often intended to benefit the rural poor and vulnerable groups. 

However, for projects to succeed they have to be sustainable that is serve the people both 

in the present and in the future. According to Toiba (1997), at least 30 per cent o f rural.

water supply projects are likely to stop operating alter their financiers leave or alter



handing ihem over to the local communities due to poor management of the projects by

the iocai communities.

Kenya's experience with the Rural water Supply Programs shows disappointing results 

us mOSl water projects have Sianeu or collapsed completely. The provision ol water lias 

not at any one time in the past kept up with the demand. The development initiatives and 

management systems have demonstrated poor performance. By the close o f 1978, ibr 

instance out o f about 800 completed schemes only 200 water schemes were hilly 

operational while the remaining GOO water schemes were either under-utilized or non

functional (GGK, 1980). Poor maintenance and lack of initiative further heightened die 

distance problem to improved water sources in the country. The 1974/1975 integrated 

Rural Survey of i ,483,422 smallholdings showed fne following results about the distance 

scenario. The analysis is presented in Table 1.1.

table i . i  instance travelled to nearest water outlet.

Per cent of holdings at distance in miles
j Province Season 0tO  1 1 to 2 2 to 4 4 to  8 Above 8 average
j Central Wet 88.5 11 0.6 0 0 20.02
L Dry 83.1 15 2 0 0 20.02
t Coast Wet ' 66.8 23.4 9.4 0.4 0 20
1f. Dry 43.3 22.4 19.1 10.9 4.4 20.02

Eastern Wet 85.3 10.S 2.6 1.2 0.2 20.02
1
1
i

Dry 60.8 18.8 9.3 9.4 1.7 20

| Nyanza Wet 83.5 14.9 1.6 0 0 20
1 Dry 69.5 26 4.5 0 0 20 .
| R/Valley Wet 90 9.9 0.1 0 0 20
I
! Dry 69.9 25.4 4.3 0.4 0 20

j Western Wet 91.1 8.7 0 0.2 0 20
1
i Dry 86.5 13 0.2 0 ^ ____ 10 19.98

So urea: (A da pi adfrom Mu Vr'D, J 9 SO; 16,)
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,\i*u\r,r notes liiai incic nive uccm Cases wiicie me piqjeCis iiiipiciucmcu

through the assistance of external iinance in partnership with tne uuvemmeni stall or 

collapse. ieaving the communities with the very problems they had or even worse 

situations, in other instances, some projects have ended up benefiting only a section of 

the people Gi ueCOiauiig iiuiueS With taps that ale uitei'i diy' Gi VvliOSe Watei' quality aiiu

quantity is unsatisfactoty. in a partnership development approach different actors are 

supposed to work in collaboration for a common goal with each supplementing the 

efforts of the other. The partnership can either be between institutions or with the

COimulmity aiiu it iS expected tu yield better results uUe tu die supplementing cub its  uGiii

the different parties. The success o f these partnerships requires coordination and 

commitment between the parties involved. Although Government policy documents hind 

on the general participation o f the people in development planning, they do not address

how the local communities can participate ui projects uivolviiig partnerships between 

Government and ESAs. The fviatiliku case is expected to reveal ways of strengthening 

effective community participation in partnership development efforts.

In Matiiiku Division, the existing water schemes are not evenly distributed. Public 

drawing water points are fuitlier spaced aiiu in some nisiances some o f the utilities are

not operational due to vanaaiization. The collectors of water, mostly women and 

children spend a large part o f their time fetching water for domestic uses. A 

reconnaissance Survey of the study by the researcher revealed that they spent between 2

lvj -+ n u iu i  iiuu s u m a u n e i  up iu j  n u u is  pci' uay . i OeV CuVci uiSiUliCes Or Up tO 6  Kiii tu  

improved water points that is beyond the range in the Government policy on rural water 

supply or 2km to a water point. A high proportion o f the regions populations have no
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,..‘hlc uut LO depend Oii iiUuiiiOn&i OulieLS tor men uOmeSUC vvULei nccuS. t nc UuOve 

,-mulems have been witnessed in the study area although several water projects were 

• moated during the i vSOs and early ivvOs funded by Donors and other tSAs in response 

‘i the ID WS3D or the same period. Some or the water projects in the region include the 

/.iSiiizi and lsololo water projects funded by tire Cadiokc Church nr partners nip witn tire 

.̂ijriyan Government; the ikangavya, Manooni and Kitinga water projects funded by 

f.ufopean union drruugh the Machakos integrated Developmeui Project (rvUDF). Olliers 

are the ikomba water project funded by the World Vision international in partnership 

v j tii tire Kenya Government. Each o f tire water projects was to serve the residents o f tire

even sub-locations in fne division with water, in all the schemes, water flows by 

gravity. The general objective during the implementation of fne water schemes was to 

provide water for domestic use at reasonable distances.

liy die buie o f  the Study most o f  die individual connections and COniniunal water pOmls

did not have constant water supply ana others did not nave water at ail. The water kiosks, 

which serve as communal water points have their structures, vandalized. Water supplies 

whose water flows by gravity are expected to have minimum operational problems but

this ’was not the case in tire study area. Generally, die water projects are no longer 

f unctioning while others are on the verge o f collapsing due to constant operation and 

management problems. This being fne case, burst pipes are never repaired in time to 

avoid water wastage. In areas where water is available, taps are left running leading to 

mass water loss especially in die upper sections o f die water distribution system. Others 

practice unplanned for irrigation. This has led to low water supply or complete lack of 

water in the tower sections o f fne water distribution system.



\ .l nesearco questions

Iii lilt; iighi orme foregoing scenario ihe research questions for me siuuy are as ronows:

1 n o w  did die local com m unities, the donors or External Support /agencies anu ine 

Government participate during the planiiing of ihe water projects:

2. How are ihe local communities organized to manage the rural water projectsi

3. What factors hinder the water projects sustainability?

4. How does distance to a water supply point determine the amount of water consumed?

5. What can be done m order to have sustainable water projects?

i.3 ubjecuves oi the dtudy

.o.i Lrenerai UDjective

The goal of the stuuy is to hnu out ways oi strengthening ine roie or tne local commumiy 

in rural development m order to ensure sustainability of the water supply projects.

i  /a  ii.o.z opecuic vjojecuves

The specific objectives ibrthe study are as follows:

i To assess the extent to which tne community was involved in the projects.^.

2. To assess tire organizational capacity m partnership to handle rural water projects.

. To determine the institutional roles of various actors in the water development 

process.

4. To assess factors uiai hinder the water projects sustainability.

5. To assess ihe efleet ol distance to water outlets on water consumption.

6. To recommend planning strategies which can be adopted to attain sustainable water

projects.



u

I.-* Study As^unipiioitS

I - mowing die research problem and the objectives set, 

assumptions:

the following are me study

Thai die level at which uie local community is involved m Uie planning or a water

. ■ . . . • . n ............j.......... 1. *1 ■„project m nucuccs  me piojecls susiauiautmy.

2/ That Projects initiated uiruugh partnership fail because of lack o f adequate 

organization for their sustenance.

That the distance to a water outlet determines the per capita water consumption.

1-1 Justification o f the Study

The research study on Rural Water Supply Project is o f great importance and worth in 

Kenyan context. First as stipulated in the National Development Flans (1966-1970, 

1970-1974 and 1979/i 9 S3, the Kenyan Government set itself towards a National goal of 

pioviding potable water for all by the year 2000. Also in the National Poverty 

liiadicarion Plan 1999-2015), the Government has a goal o f creating universal access to 

safe water by year 2010. A study on Matiiiku rural water supplies is thus in line with 

Government policy on water.

I lie objective o f the study is much more modest, namely to clarify some o f trie issues m 

development approaches. The development approach is partnership and community 

participation in rural development. The reasons for this selection are as follows:

Rural water systems represent a good entry point into usual obstacles and 

problems faced in rural areas.
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Water has always been nigh on the list oi community 

acknowledged basic need.

i , iieit neeus and is our

» The pOitiieiSlup approach is a new phe nomenuii, SO uie experience is arneiiauie tu 

policy xesring.

A siudy on “Partnership" as a development approach deviating from the traditional idea 

of aid in order ro solve rural problems offers an opportunity whereby findings from me 

study caii be used to derive re commendations that can ue used uy Government and other

ESAs working in parmersmp to rosier development.

In addition, the Government o f Kenya has emphasized the importance o f  local 

communities' participation in development. It is the Governments’ idea that it is not

enough for local communities to merely benefit from whatever program die Government 

or ESAs initiate without the involvement o f the people {Sessional Paper No. I o f 19S6; 

Development Plan 1979/1983; District Focus for Rural Development 1983). The Matiiiku 

case thus serves as a good example for analyzing the Government strategy in solving 

rural problems.

The study is also based in ASAL region that had witnessed the presence o f  many 

Donors/NGGs funding water projects. The study is expected to test the extent o f viability 

of the projects funded by the ESAs in the rural areas. The water projects implemented 

ihiuugh such efforts are characterized by ffcLjueiU breakdowns, which are nut attended to 

in lime. It is necessary to learn from past mistakes and recognize the causes o f the 

failures. From such findings, guidelines will be developed for the planning, construction, 

operation and maintenance ol small water supply systems in the region and Kenya in 

general.



Finally, studies on partnerships by Mwangi. S.’vV (2000) in Nakuru Town, Roberts e/ ui 

( i 996) in Leicester Environment City anu Dallow. A and Newby, L (1997) are all related

.  £*« . . . T  I .  .  J .  - n  / i  K ' r t  i f  1 r \ r \  /  \  i .  / " ' I .  t  .  .  J .  T Ito mipiemeunuiuu ui luc<u ngenuu — i (u iN uno . i 'J 'Ju). m  imuipiei. - o  u i uie rvgcuua - i .

Local Authorities in each country are called upon to undertake consultative processes 

with their populations in order to achieve consensus on a Local Agenda 21 for their 

community. The above studies have ali been based on urban environments without

reference on rural development. A study on partnerships in rur al development m matilrku

Division is of significance, as it will unveil on whether the same principles can be 

applicable in rural set up.

1.6 Definition of terms

Cuutitiuniiy participation ■rms is useu io reier io me involvementor me rural orrocai

people in the initiation, design, implementation and monitoring o f rural water projects.

Susiaiuauie water project; - This refers to the ability anu the accessibility of ail people 

supplied, and at all times, to enough safe drinking water at reasonable distances. The 

ucuverv ui this case is via an appropriate technology, which the users can afford out of

tne prevailing situations.

Partnership; -This is collaborative working between the Government (for this case a 

department) anu an exiemal agency such as NGOs to promote development in the rural

areas through the provision ol social services.
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Nun-Gov e rumen ini Organization (NGG); - This is any foreign agency or external 

support to the rural community working in cooperaiion (partnership) with the 

ouVcii'u'i'icin lu lOStci rural development.

Community BaSeu Organizations (CBOs); - Tliis is a grouping of people (several

* » iiamiiiesy wno come rogemer ro proviue services mat may oe iacKing. m e seu-neip 

groups mat usually spring up to nil up gaps left by the national and local governments in

lire ucvetOpmetU p ro cess .

Safe water: - i his refers to water, which is not contaminated and tree from health risk.

Keasunauie instance; - im s is a state when members oi a household do not spend a 

disproportionate pan of the day in fetching waier for family needs. WHO gives 0- 

400metres as the most reasonable distance to an improved water outlet or source. GOK. 

(1999) gives il as 2Km. For ihe study ihe GOK standard is auupied.

Catchment Area; - It refers to a region designed to be served by a specific water project, 

Tliis is either a sub-location or several villages in a sub- location.

^oeicioii -Refers io provision of labour under duress.

rariicipauun: - This refers to the involvement of different stakeholders in the planning

process of a development project.



n  . .  .  .  , . , 1.  _____i  -  » -  .n o c a tC u  iT tcu iuuuiugy

! m-; research study entailed the collection of two types or data namely, secondary and 

primary data. It made use of descriptive survey method and blended it with focused

synthesis based upon survey of recent available literature.

1.7.1 Target population

The research incused mainly on the household as the unit o f analysis. Those households 

failing within the catchment area of water project constituted the study population. This 

included both the completed and uncompleted phases o f  the water projects. The 

population was based on villages served by the water projects. The number o f tire target 

population was referred from secondary data from Divisional water office.

i.7.2 Sample Size ami Sampling Procedure

i tie stuuy area nau 6 gravity reu water projects, uwmg to me vastness or tne area, constraint 

of iuiie, funds and homogeneity among researoh variables, which included ihe riatuie uf 

technology used, and the manner in which the projects were initiated, for the study three 

projects were sampled using simple random numbers. This was in order to avoid 

subjectivity in the selection. The population was stratified into 2 strata, those getting water 

from the projects and that gelling waier 11 urn traditional water sources. The researo her 

sampled 100 households ror the 3 projects, where by 75 households were for those getting 

water from the projects and 25 households ror those getting water from traditional sources 

but railing within the proposed designs o f the projects. The latter acted as a control group 

for Loc study and S huuschoius were sampled lor each water project.
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The 25 households for each water project were sampled using a iisi or water users from each 

project rnanagemem committees. The researcher prepared a list oi those with individual 

diG U Se) C G m ieC uO nS ai'id  u'iOSc d ra w in g  W ater u u i i i  C G uuuU iiai Water pOiiiis/kiOsks. u s i n g

systematic random sampling the researcher selected the first household randomly and then 

the 4“ household tor those with individual connections, and the 10th household for those 

drawing water from communai water points/kiosk. For each set o f households, the 

researcher sampled 5 and 20 households respectively. Tnis was done in order to avoid

subjectivity m the study.

* i _ . * p tror me control group, tne reseaicner luenuneu uie unimpiementeu pnase i i oi eacn project

, t punu men usmg me ourvey plan (line) as a iraiisecL line, identified uie furthest point where

the water line was proposed to cover. The researcher then sampled S households randomly, 

where by the first household was selected randomly and then every 5 “ household following 

land parcel adjudication ivaruuers.

Tlie sampled 3 projects were serv ing 3047 households with water in the study area. If the 

researcher went by research requirements o f a sample size that ranges between 10 to 30 per 

cent or the total population, then a maximum of 304 households would have been 

interviewed- However, given die COi'iSU'uinl of inVie, homogeneity among research variables 

and the nature of uie study the above sample size of 100 households was selected.

Breakdowns of the projects were as shown in Table 12 .
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Location | Sub-location
i

W ater project j
I i

Households l
j

Sample

Ivalamba j Kalamba Kisinzi i
i 115 i i} 34

j Nziu r ~ fleomba i
i

1046 1
1 33

: Kithumba j Kithumba Kilinga 1
I

850 j r*
""

Total i 11 i
_ i _

3047 1
___[

100
- —- -1

Source. (FieldSurvey, 2GOO.)

1.7.5 Methods and Tools of Data Collection

Both primary and secondary data were used in the study.

i .  / « j. j. r » . ___  ,  r »  _  i  C ' ______ i « *  . . . I ___j _r t  irn a i v o u tlin e  a u u  iucluuwi

Field Surveys were earned out to collect the primary data. A standardized questionnaire 

was administered on samples o f household heads or other responsible members of the 

tamily railing within a particular catchment area of a water project Other questionnaires

were auiruiustered to Government officials such as local affiimusirttufs and District Water

Engineer (DWE), and NGOs and or external support agency officials. The questions 

consisted o f both closed- ended and open-ended questions area.

The 'Household questionnaire was geared towards getting information concerning the

i?_ 11 : _ .. sUJilU VVU1U.

(0 How die local coimnunity nau bene hied jt o t ii die provision of die water?

(ii; How tne water projects are managed anu the local peoples opinion on the reliability

or uie water project'



i mi The problems laced by the local commumiy m geiiiiig water lor use lrom Lie

Project?

m i How iiie local community was prepared horn the initial stages to run aiiu manage 

the Water projects uV uie DuiiOt' aiiu Government?

The questionnaire for local administrators was geared towards soliciting the following

miormanon.

(j) The rule o f each of the following during the initiation, design and implementation of 

water projects:

(a) Local community

(o) Local administration

(c) uonor or external support Agencies

(u) Government (‘vluiistiy of Water)

(ii) How decisions concerning uie running of water projects were made? 

(hi) How elections for warer committees' are or were done?

Hie District water Engineer questionnaire was foimulated to solicit the following data.

CO How local communities were incorporated in projects, which were irripiernerited 

through partnership between Government and Donors.

(n) How and whai resources were put m place iu ensure die waier projects' 

sustainability.

On) Problems encountered in working in partnership, with Donors and local 

communities.

From the Donor/NGO/ESAs officials, the questionnaire was geared towards getting 

information concerning the following:



How die local cumiiHuiiues were involved in die water projects tnal were to ueneili 

them.

i 11

mm How uie ESAs or Donor partners with the Government m water oeveiopmeiiL 

projects.

(11 u now sustainability of the water projects is planned ibr.

av) Problems encountered in working in partneiship with government and the local 

community.

Other methods used for data collection included use o f general observation of the water

distribution system with regard to identifying any observable operation problems; the 

general characteristics of the water users and how the waier was used for economic and 

social benefits. Oral interviews, by use or key informants were used on persons who were

identified m uie held especially those who had lived in die research area for a long period

and had knowledge about the projects’ history. Photographs were taken showing the 

general conditions of the communal water points, individual connections and how people 

got water from the projects. Such type o f data is used as a back up of the primary and 

secondary data collected.

1 . 1 .3 .2. aeconuary ua in  .source anu ivietmius

Existing literature relevant to partnership and community participation was reviewed from 

the libraries, which involved both published and unpublished materials. These included 

books, journals, newspapers, government publication and cilice repoits at the disuict and 

divisional level. The Literature reviewed enabled the author to formulate the conceptual 

framework in Chapter Two. The maps for the study area and projects designs were also

referred from the District Water office.
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FOR USE !M the  
UCnf,py P U L I' , .

Iiiibiinadun from uie existing literature was usea as oacKgrounu unonnauon anu in 

identifying the existing gaps as well as acting as the yardstick to measure tne nnuings on 

community participation and partnership development approach.

« i  «  i  . i i .  .  .1.  . r  r - »  .  a. _ t  i____ * .
1.  / i V I C U lU L L S  U U 7 4 U  . M i i a i y M S

Various methods were used to achieve the research objectives. Data collected from the

held was input in the computer and analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social 

Sciences (SPSS). The data for die first up to the fourth objective was analyzed in 

Jcscnpiive and nifeieiUial form by use of percentages and frequencies. For the fifth 

objective of the study, quantitative methods of data analysis were used anu this involved 

use ofuescriptive statistics and measures orassociation (correlation-regression analysis). 

Multiple Linear regression analysis was used to determine to what extent distances to 

waLer outlets could explain die changes in per capita water consumption, at 0.05 

significance level using F-test. This analysis revealed that for each additional kilometre

io a water outlet, there was a predictable decline in per capita water consumption o f i.33 

lines. The study also revealed than there was no significant relationship between 

distance and the amount oI water consumed since the cornputated F-statistic was less than

0.05. Correlation-regression analysis was used to interpret the relationship between 

family size and per capita water consumpiion.. Tables, maps pie charts, and plates were 

used to present the data collected.

i  ^  r  T * ! .  .  C * ____ ^ ,  r  i L  .  C  i^ . ,  _J_ _i . / . j  m t; oeupe Oi m e cuuuy

The study identifies the major areas o f community participation in partnership 

development approach, i his was done through examining the conditions under which



lmc iucai people were involved m ideiilihcaliOn, uesigii unu iMipienicmuuun Oi ute 

exisung water projects in the study area. The ievei at whicn tne tocat communities were 

involved in the water projects is unveiled

The study focuses on gravity water projects, which were implemented through 

paiuicisitip between ihe Kenya GovctilriieiU atiu ESAs (pjGOs Or Churches) at the 

community level during their planning process. Other schemes such as the protected 

springs and hand pumps, which are prevalent in the area, were not or concern in the 

study. The study is based in Matiliku Division in Makueni District because o f the 

pie valence o f ii On-functional water projects impiei fieri leu through me same efibris.

1 11 r* 11’uaxa was sougm nom  me nousenoius iamng witnm me caicnmenx areas oi ine water 

projects. Government officials (District 'water Engineer and local administrators) and the 

tSAs.

1.7.U Study Limitations

The major limitation for fne study was that it proved impossible to assess the total 

amount o f water consumed per day and distances to fne nearest sources o f water. This 

was because fne study was carried out during fne month of December when rains were

heavy (around 221 nxm). Hence, owing tu the nature of rocks m the study area, surface

water was in plenty and this interfered with fne respondents* view on fne magnitude offne 

water problem in fne area and fne amount o f water consumed. There was limit in time 

making it impossible to undertake a comparative assessment offne distance coverage and 

water consumption pattern over different seasons.
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During the study it was not possible to compute the total number of people railing within

the projects catchment areas not using water from the projects anu records from the 

management committee uid not reflect the real populations served with water from the

project. To counter act this limitation, secondary data was used from the Divisional

water office, which was also not up to date.

i.S Organization o f the Study

The research was destined to cover G water projects in ivlatilikn Division but due to 

limitation o f time and funds the author sampled 3 projects, which were located in two 

locations. The projects studied are gravity fed and were implemented through the 

combined efforts o f the ESAs and the Government o f Kenya to benefit the local 

coiinriuimy. The two locations are situated along the Email-Wole road and to tire south 

of Woie iown, which is the Makueni District headquarters. The research study set out to 

find out why projects implemented through the combined efforts of the ESAs and the 

Government have not been sustainable beside the heavy investments.

Tire study is organized m six chapters. Chapters one provides a general overview, 

statement o f  the problem, objectives o f the study, study assumptions, justification and 

scope o f  fne study, definition o f terms and study methodology. Chapter Two contains 

relevant Literature Review to the research topic anu the study’s conceptual framework. It 

iiighiighis Oil lire following suu-Lopics: -

Partnership as a development approach 

Levels o f partnerships.

The Government policy on rural development and water supply.



• The rule of ESAs and NGGs development.

•  The roie o f community participation in rural development.

i f t * nLiiapier liuee mcrouuces background miorraauon to the study area. It highlights issues 

such as location, physical characteristics and resource endowment and an analysis o f the 

water projects found in die study areas. It also ouuines the areas’ socio-economic profile. 

Chapter four analyzes and interprets the data collected about the water availability in the 

study area. It highlights on the performance of the water projects, supply and demand as

well as factuis determining per capita water consumption.

Chapter five focuses on the role of community participation in partnership development 

approach. It expounds on the role o f different actors during the projects' planning 

process. It highlights the problems associated with lack o f community participation in 

development cubits involving two or more partners j hindrances to projects' sustainability 

and policy implications. It finally expounds on the summary o f research findings.

Chapter six is the final chapter and consists of the research implications, the 

recommendations that arise and conclusions. Areas of further research are also indicated 

based un the findings.

A study on partnership in rural development provides a special study gap. From the 

above breakdown o f chapters, guiding key areas are brought forward through 

contributions of scholars in related topics based on Government policies. Such

iiilbiniaiiou w ould aid in formulating a theoretical understanding on which the Study is 

based. The next chapter thererbre presents contributions of other scholars in community

participation and partnerships in rural development



CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUALIZATION' OF

THE STUDY

2.0 introduction
*

Concepts central to the Local Agenda 21 (UNCHS, 1996) process such as partnerships

and participation are also useful in rural development. The following discussion embraces

issues in partnership as a development approach in both the developed and developing

countries, it attempts to assess the character of “partnerships" which are evolving, it

focuses on both formal and informal partnerships. It is an approach of ail stakeholders in

the development processes mainly the government, the donors or NGOs and the local

community. The governments' concern in such a partnership is well understood by

focusing on the government policy on rural development and water in specific. The role
>

o f the Donors or NGOs ana other External Support Agencies is well exemplified. The 

chapter highlights on the meaning o f community participation and the typologies of 

community participation in order to bring in light the role of the local community in 

partnerships.

'-{x \ I l'T

The above approach is taken because o f  the challenges in the development process which 

at present requires going beyond the traditional role o f guiding or controlling such 

process but incorporating frameworks for the multiple actors to share visions and commit 

themselves and co-operate in achieving desired goals. - In rural areas, most development 

projects are donor-driven hence coordination among the various stakeholders is essential 

iii order to ensure future sustainability. This is in order to ensure that such donor-

supported projects are sustainable once the donor support is shelved. The development
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approach oi “Top-down" has been criticized ami ihe opposite i.e. the “Bottom -  up 

approach lias been advocated lot by Aula. 1999  ̂ Malcche. I99S. vTMCnS (Habitat) 

i 997; Pretty 1995; and Chambers 1994. With the former development approaches, 

poverty' and ignorance still persist in many African countries even after four decades, 

water projects initiated by i 980s ana early 1990s nave stalled as indicated in the problem 

statement. This points to the need for the new strategies. The empowering o f the local 

people in any development process is for instance very important. The role ofaonors and 

the government need also to be clarified so that conflicts do not arise or dependency 

syndrome does not develop among the local communities where projects are 

implemented. With partnership it is expected die actors will operate at die same level 

with each supporting the other in fne development process.

x .i Partnership as a Development Approach

Mehta (2000:73) notes that a partnership is a sort o f formal association or contract in 

which each partner lias obligations, rights and responsibilities. It is a mechanism iurougn 

which uiuerent actors mutually take advantage of their comparative strengths while 

minimizing their weakness.

In the ACF-EU (2000:3) Partnership Agreement, dialogue plays a key role in the success 

o f development cooperation activities. Partnership goes hand-in-hand with ownership 

and mutual confidence. In a more constructive and positive spirit, good governance is a 

fundamental element of the new agreement. Each country must own and be accountable 

for its policies. The agreed framework for cooperation, programming and implementation



gives concrete substance to the partnership approach anti allows ibr progress in the co

ordination process.

Tne magnitude or water prooiems in tne country definitely requires such a concerted 

aciion, bringing together the Government, ESAs. Lite local COnuuunities anu Othei 

stakeholders. Given the scarcity o f funds available to central governments to meet the 

needs o f its population, it is necessary to forge alliance with NGOs, CBGs, and the 

international and muhi-laterai agencies. NGOs may have funds, the government has the 

teelnneal expertise, while tire local communities owns the land arid have access to locally

avai la Die materials.

Partnership is a mechanism of ensuring that the comparative advantage of different actors

in the development process is exploited in a mutually supportive way. The strengths and
>

weaknesses o f  the public sector, the NGOs are harmonized so that the maximum use is 

made o f the strengths while m i n i m i z i n g  the potential for efficiency caused by the 

weaknesses. It thus embraces community participation and foreign aid.

Dariow, A and Newby, L (1997) notes that partnerships do not achieve results as a matter 

of course but commitment, resources and the right set o f people and circumstances are all

needed if they are to work. Partnerships have limitations as well as benefits. without

doubt, partnerships can oil the wheels o f change 

abandon them.

and it would be grave mistake to

In at to the i study by Roberts (1990) m the Leicester Environment Chy; Learning how 10 

make Local Agenda 21, partnerships and participation deliver found out that partnership



arrangements such as the specialists working groups can be extremely valuable in

Cieating icialiOuships between individuals Unu OigantzaLiOnS that euCOuiageS joint

working. But using a formal panners'nip structure, such as working groups will not 

necessarily resuit in significant in-house action within participating organizations or in 

major projects within the community. To be precise, the Environment City Project 

demonstrated that partrier ships arrange incuts are uf great value if they embrace a 

commitment to dialogue and to mutual understanding and with emphasis on action.

Bennett and Krebs (1991) notes that weak conceptualization allows dominant social

actors to ideologically appropriate fne notion o f partnerships within the urban

environmental management plucess to reproduce existing asymmetric power relations. 

Advocates o f partnerships assume that different institutions are willing and have fne

capability* o f working with one another.

Davidson (1996) notes that many social scientists have come to realize and admit that 

know ledge anu information for development initiatives require jomi ventures through 

intensive communication, interactions and negotiations of ail actors. Governments can 

also not afford to supply all what they had promised at the independence e.g. water for ail 

by the year 2000: (GGK, 1966) and hence the need for participatory planning and 

alie i native development approaches that promote the tapping o f resources Irom all.

Musumba (1997:2) noies that since independence, - traditional rural development 

approaches have increasingly been criticized due to their top down, technocratic and 

sectoral nature. The developing countries have failed to meet the rural needs. The rate of

population growth has ovei whelmed the financial, human and institutional resources ol
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the governments. Thus a greater proponion o f the rural populace uo not have access to 

social we hare services like water. The provision of these services in a rural area like 

\iatiiiku calls for broader and enabling management framework based on stakeholder 

involvement and efheienev. The framework includes: -

• Participatory formulation of policy and plan;

• A broad based strategic approach to formulation of policy objectives;

• Realistic design. imple mentation, monitoring and evaluation o f programmes;

•  Enhancement o f human, capital, physical and natural resources;

• improved performance o f  institutions and information handling; and

• A productive partnership among all interests groups.

Partnership emerges out of die challenge facing development agencies hi die bid to 

promote development. It is a way of integrating effort through the formation of strong 

and active alliances or ‘■'strategic partnerships”.

a i . i i^eveis oi rartnersm ps

According to (V/EDC 1937:62) die re are two levels o f partners hips: -

2.1.2 Community Partnership (Local Participation)

The nisi most important form of partnership will he with the communities in the pilot 

areas. The project needs to work with the communities to reinstate a sense of ownership 

and responsibility. Positive traditional knowledge needs to be understood and 

advanumeously used by die project (WEDC, 1997). This is what on the oilier hand is

referred to as community participation. This form of partnership can be denned as an
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Oigiiiii^cu OppOuuiiiLy wlicic stakeholders voluntarily lake pail wlicic theii vulces Can be

f I Tiiearu m rural ueveiopment and decision-making process. It is guided by shared vision 

and one or'the necessary conditions to do this work is that the environment should be 

politically stable and re spec mil ofhuman rights, democratic principles and the rule of law 

and good governance. The association o f the civil society and the promotion o f a direct 

involvement o f all stakeholders are major components that doubtless contribute to the 

success o f die partnership as noted m die ACF-EU Partnership Agreement (2000;S). U 

also indicates vividly that for partnerships to be successful the community should support 

such initiatives, the involvement o f civil societies, economic and social players in the 

development process, it stresses the need for information, support for capacity building, 

the principle o f consultation of non-State players on reforms and economic, social and 

institutional policies to be supported by the community; involvement o f non- Siate actors 

m the iiiiplementation o f programmes and projects; and the encouragement o f net 

working and strengthening links. The inclusion o f civil society and economic social 

actors in inis partnerships is a further a new feature. The objective is to involve these 

parties in the definition o f  strategies and priorities, which hither to were the exclusive 

jurisdiction o f governments. The aim is therefore to establish mechanisms, which 

reconcile Siate responsibities, and recognition o f the increasing role-played by the non- 

State actors in the development process. The invulvement of civil society in the 

partnership is not as simple as might appear at nist sight, but is a complex issue because 

o fih e  disparity of local siiuaiions. winch in efleci calls for imagination, flexibility and 

pragmatism by the leaders of such a process.



2.1.3 Partnerships among Governmental and Non- Governmental Agencies/ESAs 

(InS uuiuuiiat P ai iiiersiiips)

in the (WEDC 1997.66) it is noted dial ways uiruugh widen die paitneisidp is 

demonstrated are by sharing roles among the agencies, resources and information 

generated among the implementing agencies. The bottom line o f the partnership is to

achieve efficient and effective use ofiesOuiCes bum at die level of die government and

N'GGs. Such a parmership has an aspect o f  cost-effectiveness in term o f human resource 

contributing their time and expertise to activities within the schedule o f instirutionai 

framework, it is a cooperative working arrangements aimed at achieving a specific

u u j c c l ! v c  (ivuiajnna. i y y / ) .

it is important to note that most development activities involve partnership o f some kind

/ n i r  r\ t
( w c l / c .  iv y /). The parinersidp uray include almost any combinaiiou o f the following;

An international funding and/or facilitating agency (Multilateral, bilateral or Non

governmental);

A National or Local Government departure nt(s),

A National ur Local Noii-govenmienial organization (NGGs);

A Local Coimniudty Based Organization (CBOs) and

The individual ucueuCiaiJes ilieniselves.

In trying to achieve the greatest impact from the work they support, international 

agencies orten work in partnerships with the Government ministries or Departments oi 

me developing countries. In this way the government institutions are strengdieneu and 

individual Staff Capacities ale bunt by involvement in the development process. These
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institutional anti individual lessons may be technical, social, economic or managerial 

ileitis. As government departments around the world withdraw irorn direct 

mipleuieiiuuiuii o f development activities and take more strategic rule in the sector for 

which they are responsible such as through setting policy, managing binding allocations 

and overseeing equitable distribution o f service, then it becomes important to build 

capacity in these roles. Active participation in planning, monitoring ana evaluation in fne

development programs can assist tills.

It is on the above basis that Davidson (1996:445) notes that the challenge of rural 

development requires a framework for multiple actors to share visions to commit 

themselves to action and co-operate in achieving it. The vision for such a case here is 

susiamaule rural development projects. The process of building consensus on

development gives increased chances o f sustainability.

Even though partnerships between government and private sector or CBOs nave become 

a fashionable approach, it is not an easy process due to lack of coordination anu 

commitment between the participating pat lies. It can turn Out LO her a major 

disappointment. Partnerships rely on a clear focus on common areas of interest and 

understanding o f individual interests. It is in the process o f planning that partnerships can 

be si be forged right from the beginning and not only at the end o f  the process wnen a 

souice of funding or oLher commitments me required.

Blower (1993:240) notes dial stakeholders may in many ways be rivals for resources. 

Thev can only work together in areas where there is a clear commonality of interests. It

should not be seen that the ad hoc groups are themselves sustainable; except in the



iituauon mat tne prooiem oi opponuniiy that binus tnem togetner is used sustainable. 

Also from the existing literature on institutional partnerships, definitions of what

constitute institutional partnerships in urban environmental management and rural

development are mostly generalized, indeterminate or often non-existent. Tins 

inflexibility and lack o f precise definition have undoubtedly encouraged the rise o f 

partnership on the political agenda. The lack of an adequate conceptualization of 

partnership is exposed when faced by the practicalities of policy formulation,

implementation and evaluation. Basing on these facts, scholars such as Stoker and 

Young (1993) have higiihgined oil die important factors fur iliis approach such as trust, 

information exchange and mutual dependency in successful partnership arrangements. 

Given the scale and wide-raging narure of challenge of sustainable development, there is

no doubt that work by all sectors can lead to better coordination anu can netp ensuie mat

organizations work in harmony. They can also mean wider support for sustainable 

development initiatives and hence increase the chances of success.

However there are limitations to what partnerships can acnieve anu, it managed oadiv, 

partnerships arranmoments can result in conflict, fins nation and wasted time, lviwangi. 

3.W 2000:14) iueiiiiiles some of die key lessons from partnerships as die follows; -

• The role o f  multi-sector partnerships must be absolutely clear. Partnership-based 

groups will tend to waster time discussing what their functions if it is not obvious 

from die onset.

* The noiion o f numerically equal parmership between sectors on all occasions can oe 

naive. The board o f Leicester Environment City and the early specialist working 

groups’ attempted to create numerically equal representation o f the public, private and 

voluntary sectors. However, it is more important that partnerships bring togethei a



oroau spreau oi tnose witn most aoiuiy ro act, are seen to oe reasonaoiy uaianceu anu 

are well informed about the hopes, concerns and ideas of the wider community.

Sui.LcS.Sjul purifier SriipS uic uSuully bused utuuriu iitUtuul guitl. Ideally, 

organizations should get at least as much out of partnerships as they put in and this 

may mean concentrating on specific opportunities.

Partnerships must bring together nut just the righi organizations but also the right 

indi viduals to t cpTcSciit them. Idea] representatives combine a rate blend ofsemOnty. 

commitment, time and ability. It is especially important that the chair of any group 

be selected with these attributes in mind.

The practicalities o j’ partnerships are important. They need to be realistically 

resourced and meetings need to be of a suitable size and frequency.

Back-up support organizations help partnerships to achieve success. Access to staff 

resources, budgets and information are all-important. The ability io carry out 

research on behalf of a partnership and to work network with other organizations aiso 

increases the chances o f success.

In practice, one organization or another wilt need io siart the oatt rotting ana mane 

the jlrst move in bringing a partnership oj organizations together. So tong as tney uo 

not nave objectionable vested interest and given suiiaole resources, indepenueni 

voluntary or "arms-length" organizations can be well placed to do inis.

Partnership meetings and relationships need io be carefutty jacit iiatea ana snoutu oe

action-oriented. At times muiti-sector partnerships meetings can be very dimcult to

facilitate. Often, influential and energetic individuals with widely differing

paradimns and agendas will sit around tire table. Such meetings can oe inclusive m

terms o f specific commitments and actions arising.



in partnership approach as noted in Tabic 2.1 or me case of Botswana's Chube District 

SeiiicnicuL Slraicgy (CDSS), all people have a pail 10 play. it eiiCOuioges Owiicisbip o!' 

proposed plans, enhances conflict resolutions and overall sustainability or'projects.

i

I
!
j
ii
l
i

it
j
j

Table 2.1 Chobe District Settlement Development Strategy j

Aii are partners in the CDSS implementation process for global District settlement i  

strategy (DSS) to work: - |

Let the people start to implement things around them, let them create its action groups at j 

’village level. This will form the nucleus from where the larger district actions will start, j 
In Chobe everybody has a role. !

* Women have a voice, let them use it.

Men have vigour, let them use it.

The youth have the determination, let them use it.

The government has the resources and power. let them be judiciously used to give the 

people an enabling environment for development.

The international community has the approaches, let them be adopted and applied. 

You see that in Chobe all can do something and that ail w'ork in partnership. This is 

the approach fbrthe DSS....

Source: (Chobe DSS Team, 2000).

Iii die above strategy, the impiementaiion process should be seen as the activity or

evervone. although all cannot lead. The CDSS lias been developed through participation

by ail. Its implementation has to be the work o f  all. Leadership must however be with 

the local community that is the most affected. It is a shin from the "Top-Down 

approach" in decision-making where decisions are made by national level "expens" and

"dissem inated" to tire rural people tluough seminars and quickly organized visits by tire
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provincial adminisirators. Iniormation is normally passed in haste* 10 ihe local people as 

noted by Lelo (1999).

Warah (1997). m Mehta (2000:73) lias outlined the following as die advantages of

partnership approach: -

• The approach provides mechanisms for resolving the "needs or demand gap" in 

provision of basic services;

• It enables different sectors to gain access to each otiter s skills and resources;

• It provides a mechanism for sharing risks and maximizing returns on investment: 

and

• it ensures that ail stakeholders nave a say in the development of their 

communities.

i 1in me pannersmp process, governments snouia create an enaonng environment tnat 

facilitates action by die stakeholders as noted by (Mehta, 2000:74). These could include 

creating legal, fiscal and regulatory frameworks that can be used in mobilizing the 

energies and resources o f all stakeholders. Less expensive measures can be adopted to 

speed up the process. For example existing CBOs projects could be provided with 

Technical advice and support from the government or department(s). An atmosphere of 

good will in itself encourages the foundation of new projects. Their initial expenses can 

sometimes ue reduced us the local people provide free; labour, which will Cut down costs. 

Panicipation can be enhanced in the following ways as outlined by Mehta (2000:77): -

Instituiions capacity- building through training and developing for local level 

initiatives by NGOs, CBOs and others on how to deal with rural problems.

Developing mechanism for co-ordination m order to share resources and 

experiences, exchange substantive information which other partners disseminate
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on analysis or rural problem indicators, thus avoid overlapping or duplication of 

cuott. For instance rural people can provide labour while NGOs can prov ide the

uinds tor uie purchase uf materials vvltile uie government or ueparunenu's) can

provide the technology required in rural development projects.

• Encouraging more participatory methods that invoive iocal communities, NGOs, 

churches and other external suppori agencies.

Before an analysis of the roles of dine rent actors in water development projects arc

elaborated it is important to expound on the Government policies on water and rural 

development.

2.2 An Overview of Govenmieut Policy ou Rural Development and Water Supply

As indicated m chapter one, the provision of sale water supplies is part of rural 

development (GOK., 1970). As a result uf diese the Government put in place policies on 

water and rural development.

The term rural development lias been defined to mean udlereni things depending on die area 

<mu context of concern. Chambers (1933) notes dial to people outside a rural setting, rural 

development would mean "desirable change in rural areas" and is identified with such 

economic growth parameters as modemizafion, increased agricultural production, socialist

forms of organization, heal tic transport and water.
11,. . . .  ■

The World Bank lias denned rural development as being:

".... a strategy designed to improve fine economic social life o f a specific group of people,
the rural poor, it involves extending fine benefits of development to fine poorest among



'hose who seek livelihood in rural area:*. Phe group induces small scale fanners. tenants 
ana the tanaiess." *

heie i i v75). defined iuiai development as unpiuvuig die living sianduius of the mass ui' 

low income population icsidiug m i uiai aieas and making die piuoesS uf uicii 

development seif sustaining.

Perhaps a more re lined and improved version of this definition is given by Chambers

( i v o o )  who says Lnai:

"Rural development is a strategy to enable a specific group of people, poor rural women and 
men. to gain for themselves and their diikhen more of what they want and need. It involv es 
helping the pooresi among those who seek a livelihood in rural areas to demand and control 
more of benefits o f development; the taro up includes small scale tanners, tenants, and the
landless”.”

Tills definition still suffers fiorn die problem of a general assumption m most literature 

dealing with rural development that lifestyles o f the rural dwellers can be improved it and 

only if development programs are initiated from above by the Government or other 

development agencies. According to this view the best the rural people can do is to enjoy 

Lite iiuiis of a development program and since they are already f undeveloped they cannot 

participate in efforts directed towards improving their standard of living.

Despite mat drawback, the definition by Chambers helps to focus on the rural majority 

and those in the greatest need to improve their standards of living. There rare, from 

Chambers’ point of view the primary objective of rural development is secure and 

decent livelihoods that can be attained through increased productivity. This view of

! World Bank (1975a: 2) Rural Development. World Bank.

: Chambers tiy*G:i47) Rurai Development Pulling iheLasi First.



rural development addressed Itself to such issues as poverty, unemployment and 

inequality. These sentiments are equally shared by the UN. which puts it that rural 

development is;

die Outcome Ol scries o f quantitative and qualilaiive changes OCCunniy among a 
given rural population and whose converging effects indicate in time, a rise in the 
standard of living and favourable changes in the way of life of the people concerned. It 
does not mean isolated programmes o f ‘community Development* 'agricultural extension' 
‘heaith and nutrition" V1

Ndungu (1989:22) notes dial these definitions help us appreciate and understand the types of 

change we expect in the rural areas. However, they suffer fium two major drawbacks. First 

they show dial developments can only be realized when ti is "given" or "enabled" by those 

who "have it" or "own it". To those in power this is what development is. Secondly, the 

definitions suffer fiom lack of specificity. The definifions are too general without a clear 

indication of how development takes place and who are the direct beneficiaries

Development according to this view is not just mere programmes in projects and tangible 

monumental or structures, it includes that intangible but real improvement in the welfare of 

a people. So far from the above it is clear that it is not enough to initiate a programme in 

rural area and hope that development will be realized. Of importance is how development 

caii be initiated. Chambers (1975) distinguishes between two types o f approaches that are 

prevalent on developing countries. The first he calls "spreads and take-up programmes", 

where services are pushed out from the centre and are taken up by the people in the 

periphery. Here initial beneficiaries are those better placed geographically economically and 

sociallv. The Second the type he calls the "Last -  First programmes", and the aim here is to

i jtiiied Nations i W71: i ) integrated Approach ro iuirai Development in Africa in Africa.



give piiuniv iu Luc pOui. CuSeS tiie ciiic aie likely iO hinder the attainment u i'iiie

oojecuves. These approaches tio not indicate how the rural or iocai people can he involved 

in the development process. It is inis same kind of mental icy that has been adopted in 

pannerships where the communities are relegated to the periphery' in developments that are

.  -  1. -------- 17.. *1. ____
LU U C I i e U L  L L lC l l l ,

in Kenya, the idea o f rurai development was borne of the Kericno Conference in 1966 

where social scientists government planners, adrninisirators and other leaders met to discuss

issues related to rural development. One o f fne points made was that the Government

should develop a conipreljensive approach to rural traiisloimatiuii. winch would include

short-term measures to promote rural development. The Special Rurai Development 

Programme. (SRDr) was launched in widen a series of small pilot projects were established 

to test the concept o f integrated rurai development. However, such an approach was top- 

down. technocratic and sectoral m nature. It thus felled to address the rural development

needs. A greater proportion of the rural populace does not have access to social welfare 

services such as water.

A review o f Government policy shows that little direct attention was paid to rural 

development hi the Fust DevciOpiuciit Plan lot 19&6-1970 and also hi  die Sessiuriul rupet 

No. i of 1965 on widen most parts of the development plans based. Development trends 

continued in the same direction as in colonial times whereby interests ofthe rurai areas were 

relegated to the progress of urban areas and export economy. The problems in rural areas

have emanated ilom these policies.



Tile rate at widen tile urban population was gruvving uue to natural growth and rural urban

migration uiuaClcu bv Inghei wages and belle i laCimieS in llie uiuan areas. was nmen toslci

than the Government could cope with in term of providing the necessary facilities and 

infrastructure. The Government therefore saw the need to improve conditions in the rural 

areas as a way of checking migration to urban areas. It is for this reason that the Second

L>CVciupiiieiii nail lOf incorporated the policy foi regional development under

the strategy of directing an increasing share of total resources available to the nation in rural

areas. The same strategy was adopted and strengthened in the i nird Development Flan tor 

1974-1978 by reinforcing the process o f decentralization of development planning and 

implementation to the district level.

The objective of the rural development strategy was to improve the overall standards of rural 

iile at least at a raster rate than the rate of increase in average incomes in the country. This 

did not just imply raising incomes but other services such as education, water, and health, 

towards levels tliat existed m urban areas.

The Fourth Development Flan for 1979-1983 also recognized the neeu to continue with 

rural strategy but gave special reference to the development of ASALs. This was because oi 

the realization that the problems of such marginal lands, be they social, economic, or 

environmental were complicated enough 10 warrant integrated C0 -0 iduration among various 

Government ministries. The Ministry of Agriculture was to play a major rule of developing 

programmes and establisiung co-ordination procedures of ASALs. Planning was on 

regional basis (on the basis of major watersheds and agio-climatic areas), but
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implementation was on district basis reiving on established administrative systems and

ensuring local ievei participation in assessing the needs and priorities.

Tiiis fourth Development Plan regarded providing low-income groups both access to 

uppuuuiiJtieS and basic needs (waici included) as CciilraJ 10 success of this suaiegy. 

However due to poor coordination between the ministries, performance of work on sectoral 

level and poor follow up procedures, projects implemented railed and the ASALs have 

lagged behind as regards the availability of essential services like water.

The Fifth Development rlan 1984/19So tended to continue with the same trends as in the 

previous plan in as tar as rural development is concerned. The plan however stressed the 

need tor trie recognition that rural and urban areas are highly imer-dependem. The iarter 

provides markets tor rural production and is the source of goods for rural households. On 

the outer Iiund the dependence of urban areas on rural areas is even greater because tne 

urban areas do not have the ability of providing their own subsistence needs. To a large 

extent there tore, the rural areas provide urban areas with the necessary raw materials ror 

manufacturing and service industries, which irmuenee the economic base of any uroan

The Sixth and the Seven Development Plans had similar emphasis for rural development. 

The Eighth Development Plan (i 997-200i) notes that neglect o f rural areas in the process ot 

industrialization may pose serious problems if rurai urban migration accelerates. Two 

siiaicgieS hi the plan are DisuiCi Focus lor Rural Dcvelopiiicm (DFR.D) aiiu Rural Diuaii 

balance Strategy. The District Development Committee (DDC) was to be a major organ ror 

the implementation of these strategies.



Hie Fust Development Plan (l 966-197G) lecoginzed iliiit water should be iieaica an 

important natural resource. which should be carefully planned wiih a view oieniiancing its 

contribution to economic and social welfare. The plan was concerned with the provision or* 

water for human and animal consumption for irrigation, for manufacturing and power

development among others. It also recognized the need to provide adequate and clean water 

to rural areas, which had been previously ignored by the colonial Government. The Second 

Development Plan i 970-1974 revealed the achievement of water supply was 15 per cent of 

the rural population had access to piped water but still most people had to spend 3*4 hours 

canying water especially from distant streams, ponds, or wells. The Government, realized 

ihat this diverted tremendous time for other possible activities e.g. cultivation, animal 

husbandry' more intensive childcare and necessary leisure. The Government objective 

therefore was changed to provide water so that it releases from i /2 - 3/4 of the time spent on 

water collection in rural areas. Tills was because the Government had recognized iliat the 

provision o f water was fundamental condition for rural development and hence mounted the 

Rural Water Supply Programme whose objective was to provide potable water supplies to 

ail households by the year 2000 A.D. However, as was indicated in the problem statement 

this has not been achieved since only 32 per cent ofthe rural populations have been supplied

, * aa/wunpipeu water (uvmv.

In 1974, a Ministry for Water Development (MOW'D) was created as a principal agency for 

management, development, operation and maintenance of waier supplies, sewerage disposal 

and pollution control. This was in recognition o f the great importance o f water in promoting 

health, sanitation and economic growth. The ministry then took over rehabilitation of 

counrv council water supplies programme and some SOG rural water schemes of which 600
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wetc nut lunciiuiiuig uuc 10 vuiiuus reasons Such Us luck oi Capacity to maintain (GOrC 

i9 / y ay j).

Bv the time the Fourth Development Plan was drawn up, only 1.5 million people were being 

served by an improved water supply (as opposed to the targeted 3 million by end of the third 

Development Plan period). The Government realized tliat the costs of inputs to the waict 

development programme had outstripped the rate or increase in resources available ibr the 

same. Water development activities had to compete tor scarce resources at a time when 

other very pressing needs were emerging. This necessitated the call for external support in 

the water sector.

The Fifth Development Plan i984/38 snowed that the average water supply was 4 per cent

in eastern province and 20 per cent in central Province. The Flan stated that by 19S4, water 

had moved closer towards rural households and in most regions average distances to sources

ol waiet had halved to the extend that no region had attained more than 1.8 km away horn 

water point in the ury seasons. This was necessitated by the coming up oi NGOs and other 

donor agencies that intervened in water provision, in partnership with tne Government. 

However, the situation at present in most areas like Matiliku division has changed since the 

distances to improved water ouileLs have increased as some ol the projects nave stalled oi 

coiiapseu completely.

According io die Eighth Development Plan (1997-2001), 75 per cent of Urban population 

have access to sale drinking water with only 50 per cent of the rural population having 

access to potable water from various schemes.
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file benefits of water in rurai development are worth noting. Kiasse-Boss ( i 969) gives In 

details tile expected benefits of rural water schemes as follows; -

1‘) Direct economic benefit; whereby the rural water supply is likely to encourage the 

farmers to increase or improve their livestock, improved carde will imply more 

production, hence products sold will boost their finances.

(ii) Indirect economic benefit; this includes the time released from waier carry ing by 

the fanner and his family. The actual benefits here depend on tire size of the form, 

the type of crops and the availability o f labour to cany the essential tasks 

especially at peak o f labour requirement periods.

fill) Health bene fits; liiai die new water supplies will be reliable and free liom health 

hazards. A better he aids standard may increase the working capacity of the people 

and hence production and income.

fdv) Social benefits; the personal relief from heavy job or carrying water, thus the 

people may spend such time meeting friends and leisure activities.

In Africa women are primarily responsible for providing the water for the household as 

noted by White t-i ai (1972). Women may nave to spend naif the uay traveling ana 

queuing for water as water resources dry up. Women also perform other duties in the 

family such as child bearing and farm duties (G 0  K.1999).

file need lor poverty eradication arises irom the persistence oi poverty uespite past 

efforts to combat it through National Development planning and special programmes 

since independence. The National Poverty Erauicauuzt Plan (1999) stipulates out how 

poverty can be reduced through improvements in the water sector, by setting goais ana 

targets as; reduce time spent by woman on fuel, wood and water collection, increase by S



percent each year until 2004 access to safe drinking water by pour houseiiolds and by 

20i0, create universal access to water.

2.3 Role ui EoAs mid NGOs in Rural Development

These have increasingly gained international recognition as active partners in providing 

development solutions that cater for basic needs of marginalized families in overall 

development process.

NGOs or private volunteer organizations (PVOs) as they are also called are often 

wrongiy looked down upon as trivial players in the development held. Vet as reported by

Pickforu (I9S2.36), NGOs spend m aggregate more than 130 million US dollars a year

on water projects, in addition, they tend to operate direct service projects at the 

community or village level using low cost technology that is relatively easnv

mamtainaDie.

Accordingly to Malena (1995:13), the term NGO is very broad and encompasses many 

diiierenr rypes of organizations. In the neiu oi development. NGOs range from large 

Northern based chanties such as World Vision to community based self-help gioups in 

the South. They Include research institutes, churches, and professional associations anu 

tobbv yrouDs.

The World Bank (1995) identifies two categories of NGOs: -

Operational NGOs —whose prunaiy pmrpose is designing and implementing Oi 

development-related projects



Advocacy NGOs -whose primary purpose is io defend or promote a speeitic cause and 

seek 10 mnucnCe the policies ofthe Government.

According to BebbirigiOri ui al (1993), die recent explosion of interest in iNGGs seems set 

to continue, as they have become new darlings of donor agencies. This is not because they 

are a new phenomenon in Africa but the scenario where donors have been faced with the

crises and ii'iclncfei'iCieS ol uieif traditional Government counterparts now want to work 

with NGOs in programmes geared towards sustainable development. For instance in 

response io the international Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (1DWSSD) of 

the 19S0’s Sevenll NGOs focused on tins issue, rickford (1932) notes that Water Aid in 

die United Kingdom, Global water ui united States foil in the category o f dedicated water 

NGOs and similar organizations in Finland, Denmark and Ireland. Such organizations tend 

to focus on public education about the importance of water development.

According to Clark (1991), due to the nature and quality of indiv idual NGOs varieties, it 

is extremely uilucult to make generalizations about the sector as a whole. Despite this 

diversity some specific strengths associated with NGO sector includes:

• Strong grassroots link

• Field based development

• Tire ability to innovate and adopt

• Process oriented approach to development.

• Long term commhment and emphasis on sustainability

• Cost effectiveness.



1 he most identified weaknesses of the NGO sector include:

• Limited financial and management expertise

• Limited institutional capacity

» Luw levels of Self-sustainability

• isolation and lack of inter-organizational communication and/or coordination

• Small scale interventions

• Lack o f Understanding o f  the broad social Or economic context (Clark. 1991).

However the above weaknesses, Malena (1995) notes that NGOs can contribute to the 

quality, sustainability and effectiveness o f rural development projects. NGOs partnership 

with the Governments can represent an opportunity to scale up their activities and extend 

their impact beyond the micro-level. Again it must be emphasized that NGO sector is 

extremely heteroueneous, While many NGOs are credible, competent and enjoy

community ties, others may be inexperienced, inefficient Or stronger in rhetoric rather 

titan action. A weii-chosen NGO partner engaged in an appropriate manner can bring the

following contributions in water projects: -

Innovation- Given their small Size and flexible nature, NGOs are generally Well piaoeu 

to develop and experiment with new approaches and innovative practices.

Project uptake- NGOs which work directly with local communities can piay an 

important role in transmitting information to beneficiaries and enhancing the uptake of

projects benefits.
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Frujeci reach- Extending project benefits to those who need it most is a chailenuinu 

task. The poorest and most disadvantaged members of society are often the most diincult 

to reach living m remote transient situations and beyond die sphere of public service 

networks.

Participation- Popular panicipation is increasingly recognized as an essential ingredient 

for achieving effective sustainable development. They play an important role in 

promoting participatory approaches in their financial rural development projects.

Sustainability- Past experiences has shown that development sustainability is enhanced 

when CuiinnUiUues play aii active role iii project activities. Malaria (1995) notes that 

working through CBOs is an effective means of building community ownership and

ensuring a lung-term institutional piesencc in the cunniumity once the project is over.

Beboington et ul (1993), on the other hand notes that NGOs appear to have particular

strengths in working with rural poor favouring a participatory approach to rural 

development in general and in particular water provision. The interest of NGOs is also 

inspired by more instrumentalist concerns. Many donors and Governments seem to 

perceive NGOs as a means o f filling gaps in public programmes opened up as the state 

withdraws from different development activities. In the instrumentalists vision, NGOs 

are viewed as vehicles for implementing programmes previously executed by the state. 

For instance the Gov eminent policy in the 1970/74 and 1979/83 Development Plans was

ro provide water to ihe entire population by the year 2000 AD anu this inspired many

NGOs and external agencies to initiate water projects mainly in ASALs.



111 ii'tc icCeiU lime. commentators Oil SusUm'iable development hd\c argued the need tin' 

partnership between the Government (public sector) and NGOs in order to capitalize on

ihe coinpaiuUve advantages oi bout as noted by (Beuuingion ci ui. 1993).

The UN'CKS (Habiiat. 1991 A2) notes that NGOs are titird parties in development. Tiiey 

are better placed than the State or market organizations to cany out five functions; -

i. Stimulating and promoting the growing demand of people for the support of 

local initiatives.

ii. Assisting local groups and communities to organize and develop own projects 

and programmes.

iii. Advising Governments On formulation and implementation of Community 

support policies.

i v. Mediating between the community and the State and other corporate powers,

the primary' role of third parties.

v. Raising public consciousness about the underused capacity o f CBOs and 

NGOs.

Generally, these NGOs cannot be seen as potential source of funding. They receive fneir

luudinH bom bilateral donors or international NGOs and use them m no use tor the

implementation o f uieii work programmes, GNCKS (19SS) notes that some NGws have

established themselves in developing countries because this gives them access to donor 

funding, in many cases the provision of services is the source of an important partnership 

between the NGOs Government and communities. A partnership where the Government 

provides technical assistance, the community provides labour and the NGO coordinates 

construction ana improvement work. The partnership allows the people to fulfill a 

decision-making role in the development of the project.



uNCHS (Habitat. 1983) believes that NGOs piay a significant role in working witii 

CBGs and help them in their development efforts. NGOs are often originators. enablers 

and imp!ernerners o f newr ideas and models, in many instances NGOs and CBOs iiave

succeeded in demonstrating alternative solutions to meeting community needs through 

specific projects or programmes. The Iviaiiliku case serves as an example where water 

projects were funded by NGOs to solve water scarcity.

NGOs nil a special role in die implementation of die Water Decade that is {The Mar de 

Flata conference in 1977 on the conventional wisdom of clean drinking water for all by

1990). Because they are independent o f Govemineius they can be flexible and innovative, 

they can implement their programmes very fast, and they can play a unique role in 

involving the communities they serve in project implementation. As a result, the World 

Bank, various UN auenctes and several bilateral aid programmes have tumeu 

increasingly in recent years to collaborative arrangements with NGOs. This is because 

they feet NGOs often have the skills ana commitment to carry out grassroots programs 

that Government agencies do not. In addition they can do so at much more cost-effective 

level. Pick ford (1982). However these aspects are also their undoing since they may lacx 

vision and capacity to perform some activities hence the need for partnership, it is 

important to note that if there is no commitment and coordination between the partners 

the above positive tenets by NGOs cannot be achieved.

2.4 C u m in  unity Participation and its Role in Development

According io the Sessional Paper No. 1 o f 1999 on water policy, the common practice in 

the water sector has been that communities are marginally involved in the entire
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development process. However. m the changing economic condilions, it lias become 

inevitable that local communities should be involved at all stages ofdeveiopment efforts. 

Like rural development, various scholars have defined community participation in 

divergent ways. The uuited Nations Centre fur Human Settlement (Habitat. 19SS) 

Jehned the concept community participation in the context of squatters settlement 

projects as 'Vne voluntary and democratic involvement of beneficiaries in contributing to 

the execution o f the project, in sharing the benefits there from and in making decisions 

with respect to setting goals, formulating the project and preparing and implementing the 

plans” UNCHS (1988:3).

Chauhan ei ai (1983:9) notes that while the language of Community participation has 

been incorporated into development jargon, the concept remains cloudy, meaning very 

different things to different people. It is an umbrella phrase that shelters a range of 

different (though overlapping) approaches, often less high-sounding in practice than in 

theory.

According to Narayaii (1995:5) definition on participation includes some measure of 

contributing, influencing, sharing or redistributing power and of control, resources, 

uenefits knowledge and skills to be gained through beneficiary involvement in decision

making. It is a means to define not as an end in itself: the goal therefore is to optimize 

participation to achieve the desired project goals not simply to maximize participation.

Participation is a multidimensional dynamic process, which takes varying forms and 

changes during the project cycle and over time, based on interest and need. Narayan 

(1995) usefully distinguishes among levels of participation, all four which may co-exist



in a project. The levels comprise information sharing, consultative, decision-inakinu ami 

miuating action. Any participatory programme involving members of a community 

should be designed in such a way that the involvement in the initiation of projects as weii 

as participation in project management can be incorporated in design of programmes. It 

can email the involvement in the planning process with the view of increasing trust and 

confidence in the agency initiating a programme so that people can accept as their own. 

plans and decisions made by such aii agency for them in solving their problems (CrensOn

1 o -m r  4 \1 V /H-.J J*+).

vVHO (1991) notes that community participation is not a spontaneous automatic process. 

It requires an initiative to launch it and management to organize it. In practice 

community can participate only through community institutions and these institutions do 

not need to be created out o f nothing, usually a variety o f institutions are already in 

existence, some with high degree of organization and considerable power to influence 

peoples attributes and behaviour. Such institutions include women organizations, 

political parties, burial societies and religious bodies.

vVileden (1970) notes that literature on community development/projects indicates that 

community activities can be organized on four principles namely; felt need, agreed upon 

goals, involvement and Co-operative principle thus requiring full participation of 

members o f the community who are the beneficiaries or target group ot the project.

According io Cinteie and ivluliso (1991), in Kenya the lack ofhiiniaii resource is evident 

in massive development projects, which are proposed and introduced in communities

with little or no consultation with the people they are intended to benefit. Thus NGOs



onu Government departments may propose massive projects, which may, owing to lack 

or enough resources for implementation drag several years, or even when completed the 

projects may not be sustainable that it rnav not be tunctional or collapse after a short 

time, it would seem that most policy makers and impiememers, huge monetary' 

contributions to development projects is ail that development is about. Such an approach 

may nurture dependency rather the seif-reiiant development.

Verbs pioneering work in rural reconstruction contrasts sharply with this approach. Yen 

argues that development is more than just this visible result or out puts (Mayfield 

1955:44), He contends that development involves a process leading to self-sustaining 

human development. Yen puts it that:

...tlic rural people should participate in each step oi die implementation in such a way that 
ultimateiv it becomes their activity, their accomplishment...

The way people's participation is achieved is 

the International institute of Rural Reconstruction’s

evident in the following lines of 

(URR’s) Credo. (Mayfield 1985:44):

Go to the people, live among the people, ieam from the people, plan with the people, start

With what the people know, and build un what the people have.

Ciiiiere and Mutiso (1991), assert that the community members are not barren, but ratner 

have potential as human beings that can be developed. Some have formal euucation or 

many have worked outside their home communities for several years, or may have 

undergone certain types of training and acquired some skills. In addition, some may be 

experts of some forms o f traditional knowledge and skills. The local people s potential is

4 Mayfield (1985:44) Go to the people: Releasing the rural poor through people’s school system.
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uiMJ strengthened by the tact that they usually own land arid may have oilier resources 

like iivesiock, crop produce, and farm implements. With these basic assertions, uie main 

question is, how such can be brought in where there is partnership of two other 

development agents.

Muithi (1974) observed that there is need for the local community to actively participate 

in the designing, planning and implementation of development programmes. Experience 

in Eastern Africa and Central Kenya has shown that traditional community development 

approach inherited from the colonial administration has had problems leading to limited 

success. Fur instance there has been disharmony.

”__in the identification of local requirements and planning
mobilization and allocation of local resources/'3

needs in the identification,

Furthermore, even more serious Mbithi adds that rural change programs tended to be 

imposed upon rural communities irrespective of their expressed needs or abilities, 

(Mb itlii 1974:171).

The disharmony is then seen in the form of isolating planning from implementation so

that on the one hand is planning a centralized activity in the hands ol the Government as

any two partners and implementation on the other in the form of imposed programme.

This is what Thirkiidsen (1983:18) calls "planning without implementation which leads

to "implementation without planning”, which is typical in the "control oriented approach

o f development, 

implementation.

In this approach participation.tends to play a minor role in planning and 

This i$ because it is assumed that user participation may conflict with

' Mbithi ( 1074:171) Rum! Sociology and Rural Development.



me desire by donors and the recipient to control activities from above. This is because of 

il'ic notion dial the partners activ ides will frt beneficiaries needs mid that user 

acceptance: resource commitments and Knowledge can be mobilized at will if and when 

needed. This is normally a wrong perception, as the study will reveal.

However, at times, outsider intervention is needed to set the bail rolling, to play the role 

ol vvhai Mbill'd (1974) calls "enlightened catalyst working along with the people to 

define the community's felt needs as well as to formulate appropriate strategies anu 

programmes to meet uiese needs. Naiya (1977) discusses tins point by citing tile 

exuractionist school o f advocacy for public participation whose conviction is that there 

isn't much that a local community can do to effect development without the intervention 

ami the imitative of Outside agencies and Govemmem. ror Naiya (1977). Kenya s 

community' participation has gradually evolved to resemble this extractionist system.

uTnCHS (Habitat. 1988) stipulates that benenciaries o f a project should be given the 

opportumtv o f participating fully in decision-making, The project stall should not go a 

head to execute a project assuming that the benenciaries are going to accept it. rvatner 

there should be frill incorporation of the community in all the stages of the planning

process. This is applicable even when the community has appointed some 

representatives. In this case the representatives must have a close bnk with the 

community so that in effect, there w ill be close contact between the project staff and the 

beneficiaries. Furthermore, even when local leaders or community representatives-hold 

meetings with the community to discuss the proposed project in order to hear what the



community say, this would avoid a situation whereby the local leaders do not represent 

me people's interests but theirs.

Chauhan ci ul (1933) lias uie view that participation almost never means choosing the 

technology, developing it and controlling its manage me nt. Too often. participation m 

commumty projects tends to be treated like market research for a new Consumer product. 

Ir me community is indifferent to this ‘"product", it is assumed that the answer is to 

advertise the benefits more widely and educate the “target population" that this is what 

they should want. At times instead o f generating independence such ‘‘participation

creates greater dependence on distant authorities. But communities are often wiser than 

their mentors, and refuse to abandon old facilities even as they begin to use new' ones, if a 

new technology should fail, and pipes run dry, for instance, the people may still have

their ulu ponds.

Rahnema (1992) notes that the term participation has often been used to justify die 

extension Or control o f the state and to build local capacity and self-reliance. /\t times it 

has been used to justify’ external decisions, while at times it has been used to justify 

devolving power and decision-making away from external agencies: it has aiso been useu 

for data collection and for interactive analysis. But “more often than not, people are asked 

or dragged into participating in operations or no interest to them, in tne very name or 

pamcipation"(Rahnema 1992).

Mwangi. S.W (2000:79) notes that participation can help build long-term capacity and 

enhance the ability o f local people io manage and negotiate development projects. 

Participatory planning can help raise the status of groups facing discrimination, such as



women. bv providing the Opportunity 10 play a role iri Lite deve lopmen t  process. ll alsu 

bring* users and service providers, both governmental and private, into a direct 

relationship and in this may have greater impact on accountability of these suppliers, 

'while participation can be thought of as the yam that binds together actors in the public- 

private interface.'many argue that there are drawbacks to participatory approaches. For 

example, they may be time-consuming and require a considerable investment of 

resources, which can present challenge to projects that operate with limited resources. 

Participation can be a source of tension and sometimes even a destabilizing force in 

project planning in that it can inappropriately unbalance existing socio-political 

relationships. This can undermine the relationships that the participatory process seeks to 

foster between the actors in the pub lie-private interface.

Pretty (1994) lias identified seven different typologies of participation as follows: -
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Tabic 2.2: A Typology of Participation

I Typology | Component of each type

■ Passive participation 

i
1______________________

j People participate by being told what is going to happen or what has ahead) J 
happened, ft is unilateral announcement by administration or by project ; 
management; people's responses are not taken into account. The information j 

j being shared belongs only to external professionals. j

! Participation in 
[ information eivina
f
I

People participate by answering questions posed by extrxtivc researchers ! 
and project managers using questionnaire Survey or similar approaches. I 
People do not have the opportunity to influence proceedings, as the findings j 
of the research or project design are neither shared nor checked for accuracy. !

| Participation by 
j consultation

II
\!

People participate by being consulted and external agents listen to views. ■ 
Those external agents define both problems and solutions, and may modify j 
these in the light of people's responses. Such a consultative process does not ] 
concede any share in decision-making and professionals are under no j 
ob 1 igation to take on board peop le's views. <

Participation for 
material incentives

People participate by providing resources, for example labour, in return for j 
food, cash or other material incentives. Much in  situ  research and j 
bioprospecting falls in this category, as rural people provide the resources j 
but are not involved in the experimentation or the process of learning, it is j 
very common to see this called participation, yet people have no stake in j 
prolonging activities when the incentives end. j

Functional participation People participate by forming groups to meet predetermined objectives 1 
related to the project, which can involve the development or promotion o f ! 
externally initialed social organization. Such involvement does not tend to be 1 
at early stages of project cycles or planning, but rather after major decisions | 
have been made. These institutions tend to be dependent on external ( 
initiators and facilitators, but may become self-dependent. \

Interactive participation

\

People participate in joint analysis, which leads to action plans and the \ 
formation of new local groups or die strengthening o f existing ones. It tends j 
to involve interdisciplinary methodologics that seek multiple perspectives j 
and make use of systematic and structured learning processes. These groups j 
take control over local decisions, and so people have a stake in maintaining 
structures or practices. j

Self-mobilization

!
People participate by taking initiatives independent of external institutions to j 
change systems. Such self-initiated mobilization and collective action may or j 
may not challenge existing inequitable distributions of wealth and power. j

S o u r c e :  P r e t t y , /  9 9 4 .

From the above typology, the term “participation” should not be accepted without 

appropriate qualification. The problem with participation as used in types i to 4 is that 

the "superficial and fragmented achievements have no lasting impact on people’s lives



(Rahnema. 1992). Such forms o f participation can be employed, knowing they will not 

lead to action.

The success u f community-based rural development projects depends on the behaviour

and attitudes of outsiders:

vVhiie directly repressive measures against popular participation have recurred 
throughout history and up to the present, the anti-participatory character o f dominant 
ideologies has provided the most pervasive form of control, as they have moulded the 
attitudes of different classes and groups to One another. Hardy mental stereotypes about 
the innate character ana propensities o f social classes, castes, “races” distinguished by 
phy sical traits, and groups having cultural Or religious affiliations different from those of 
dominant group, have served this purpose. So have the cultural stereotypes through which 
most societies have maintained the surbodination of women. In more subtle ways,
dominant classes have consigned others to the more modest roles for which heredity and 
processes o f socialization qualify them,"

From the foregoing, community participation in decision-making involves and 

encompasses community empowerment to initiate, design, plan and implement 

development programmes. Furthermore, this approach should not be mere involvement 

o f the people in what has already been decided upon and sometimes already initiated by 

the Government and the development agency.

Dissanayake (1937) notes that it is not enough to involve a community in latter planning 

stages u f a development project because in the first place the project they are being 

involved in, may have been poorly or wrongly identified thus railing to meet the relt 

needs o f the community.

5 Steifel M & Wolfe f 1994:10-11). A voice for the excluded-popular participation in development: utopia 
or necessity'?



Konak (i985) believes that people snouiu come first at ail stages or'the development 

projects that affect them. Putting people first in development interventions means 

eliciting the needs for change that they perceive, identifying culturally compatible goals 

and strategies for change, and developing socially appropriate, workable and efficient 

design for innovation, it also involves using rather, than opposing existing groups and 

organizations; drawing on participants informal monitoring and evaluation of projects 

during implementation; and gathering detailed information before and after 

implementation so that socio-economic impact can be accurately assessed.

2.5 Other issues to Consider when Planning for Water Supply Projects

in addition to community participation and partnerships in water supply other issues that 

should he considered when planning for a water supply system include management, 

operation, maintenance, and institutional arrangements.

The history of water management is the episode of socio-economic and cultural 

development o f  human race. A number of civilizations have flourished or perished 

depending on how good or how bad is their management o f water. The implementation oi 

water projects involves financial investment but unfortunately in a number of cases the 

expected returns are not realized while fne projects are commissioned but are only partly 

implemented. Writers like Kuip (1972) hold tile notion that the problem is caused by 

inational management practices.

The success o f water project is hinged on how it is Operated and maintained which 

depends on the existence of a systematic and comprehensive-working principles built on
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a Nummary o f L ite ra tu re  Review
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.ouauny yet frustrating aspects o f  developm ent theory and practice, it is a dvnarmc 

Kess that transcends the narrow boundaries o f any given developm ent discipline I no 
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pmmdeu strategies o f  attaining basic needs and lienee improvement oi li.e j-trutai 

lI,Uc die people concerned.

nei.iiiv the periinem issues identified are as follows:



• There is lack o f  coordination and commitment between the government, NGOs or 

ESAs ana the iocai communities in development projects initiated through 

partnerships.

• There has been lack of capacity uv the Goveminent ministries (sectors) to 

undertake specific tasks assigned hence failure in achieving development.

• The level at which to involve the local communities in the planning process has 

not been weii articulated.

• Governments normally withdraw from development projects involving NGOs and 

local communities.

• There is contradiction as to what level the community should be involved in the 

planning of water development projects.

Why then is partnership frustrating? It is largely due to die tact that planners and policy 

analysts cannot agree on what the concept means, how tile partnership should be mooted 

and who should be represented or involved in the process. This implies that participation 

and partnerships might be abused by Some partners who might have "hidden agenda". But 

it appears to be agenda for future development efforts. But what exactly is it? Why does 

it work? WTiat evidence exists which explains how it can be promoted it not actively 

programmed? Is it really operational as part of a development strategy? How can the 

community be involved in partnership approach? These are questions for which ready 

answet's do not exist. One reason for this gap in knowledge is the lack o f precise 

dennitions o f fundamental terms and a conceptual framework with which to analyze past
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experiences. Although there is a growing body or literature on this subject much of it is 

Still anecdotal dud extremely limited in coverage to urban citv iiOumciitS.

2.7 Conceptual Framework

The study examines partnership in rural development and how the local community can 

be involved in the planning process. The community should occupy specific role in any 

development effort that affects it. Projects implemented through partnership between 

Government and other External Support Agencies have not been sustainable, and this has 

called for another approach, issues of operations and maintenance are critical in 

infrastructure projects, which requires future technical expertise, otherwise who will 

operate and maintain such projects?

On the other hand inadequate planning o f the water projects, insufficient training and 

capacity building at the local level, inappropriate technology and inadequate 

considerations of suitability are some of the reasons for projects failures. This therefore

calls for a diffeient approach in development strategies in which tne uciieficianes, uie 

Government (Ministry) and ESAs play collaborative and committed wonting relations as

shown in Figure 2.1.

The arrow directions, which are two-way, mean collaboration is two-way, wnereas tne 

arrangement of the boxes and the now ol tbe lines constitute the plan envisioning. * <*e 

oval arrangement where the actors are shown symbolizes consensus and operation at the 

same level to come up with the set vision.
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[*;ie conceptual framework shows the various actors involved in water supply projects.

ii'te top in il'ic iiuitfcvvOik we have a problem. which Can he identified uv ui'iv ul llie 

^iuis. iiiat is the Guv eminent litrough specific mtiusines or uepaiuneni(s), the E5As tutu 

iiie local community. The oval structure comprising of all the actors in the partnership 

jeveiopment approach and the two-way arrows means that collaboration is two way and 

tlid actors operate at the same level hence the setting uf a common vision. Each actor 

through commitment, coordination, leadership and the existence of an enabling 

tiiviruimieiu works towards Lite achievement o f the set vision (plan).

The linkages between these actors provide a potential for having an integrated vision 

lie ace each actor works towards its achievement and this is likely to lead to sustainable 

projects. The Government anu its specific departureut(s) set the policy for action, anu 

using its resources at disposal and power it can judiciously create an enabling 

environment, it also has specialized manpower. The donors or ESA's also have resources 

arid provide the incentives, which influence the performance of fietd staff, i ue meat

community has the accessibility to locally available resources, which can be utilized for 

the development o f such projects. Also at disposal is the free labour, which can be used

to cut costs. Such projects are likely to be sustainable since ail act as one for a common 

cause. On another dimension there is need for support, guidance anu continuing now of

'Aspiration from those who make policies and set standards, ’without this kind of back up 

policy makers, they are not likely to involve people and hence failure of the ultimaie



CHAPTER THREE: BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE STUDY AREA
A

5.0 introduction

Chapter three presents a background analysis o f Matiliku area. Its main features are the 

physical aspects, the resource endowment and the socio-economic dimension. Specific 

emphasis is placed upon the water resource and supply state.

3.1 Location and Size

iViatiiiku Division is located to fne south of Wore Town, which is the Maicueni District 

headquarters, in Eastern province of Kenya (map 3.1). Access to the division is through a 

gravel road, which runs from Emaii to mite town. Emaii town is located on Mombasa 

road. To the North, the division borders ukia and Kaiii Divisions, to the East, jviiungu 

and Kasikeu, to ihe South Mbitini while to the west lies WTote Division (iviap j .z). it is 

situated between Latitudes i n30:S and 2(!55;S and between Longitudes 37*'30T and 

37°35E, covering an area o f  240.6km2. It is divided into 4 locations, which are further 

Subdivided into 7 sub-locations with several villages (Map 3 .j ).

3.2 Water Resources and Surface Water Potendal

Water in Matiliku is relatively scarce uue to low average rainfall and hign evaporation 

rates. Water crisis is accelerated by the geological morphology, whicn is an important

ucieLVOfu lo suna.ee water percuiauun.
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Surface water is available in the streams but subject to seasonal fluctuations. Some 

^aions or the rivers are seasonal especially in the lower parts. Over three quarters of the 

division lies within die catchment o f Kikuuni river basin. Kikuuni River has several 

streams flowing into it such as Kyamela, ithangati, Mbaloni, Kyiwa and ivlanyenyuli. 

Tliese streams have their major catchment from slopes o f Nzaui and Makuli forests. 

Kiiungu hills though not strictly in the study area is the source of several streams such as 

Kyakavia. River Mwilu. which has its source hum the parts of Nzaui forest, flows 

south westwards and joins Kikuuni River down-stream before it joins River Athi, which is 

perennial. Map 3.3 shows the distribution of rivers in the study area.
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3.3 Relief and Drainage

Much o f the area in low lying with gently sloping terrain except for isolated hills which 

form the Nzaui and Makuli forests whose height are i 325 metres (6004 feet) and 1813 

metres (5964 reet) respectively. Such topography oners a comparatively good terrain for 

development of gravity -fed water flow systems. Most of the streams how from the hills 

and term pail o f the divisions drainage. The water projects in the division have their 

intakes in the two forests.

Although Kilungu hills are not strictly within the study area, it exerts some influence in 

the study area. It is an important catchment area of various streams draining in the 

uivision. The areas overall drainage pattern is North. Northwest towards the south and 

Southeast.

3.3.1 Hydrogeology and geology

Tne geology of the study area is mainly basement rock, which is Or the MozamDique oert 

Svsiern ot rocks. Tins is composed o f me tamo rp hie rocks, which lorm intercalation oi 

granitoid gneisses, biotide gneisses, bom blade gneisses, quartzite and quartz-feldspar 

gneisses.

•n the forests, the dominant geology is the granitoid gneisses while along the riverbeds 

nave alluvial deposits especially along Kikuuni River.

The hydrogeology of the region is dependent upon fne nature o f the basement rocks. 

Depending on the type o f rocks, fne degree o f  jointing, fracturing and weathering varied



, iivuro-geo logical conditions certainly exist in the area wit!) sufficient amounts 0 1*14round 

water occurring within the intensively jointed, fractured and/or weathered basement 

rocks, in the addition, the amount and frequency of precipitation is a significant 

parameter influencing groundwater occurrence in combination to the presence o f forests.

c „ : i  -,-.1 »f.._j j a  oOU u n u  v egeuiLiOu

The soils in the area are developed on gneisses rich in Ferro-magnesium minerals, in 

most parts, the soils are well-drained, moderately deep, dark red and dark reddish brown, 

friable to firm, sandy clay to clay of quartz gravels.

Rebel and climate conditions affect vegetation of an area. Tn the study area, the 

vegetation is a widespread, mainly indigenous tree such as the acacia family, which 

includes Acucia lur tolls (miaa), Ac civ la scricgui (ivusewa). Acuviu mclijcTa (m'uthiia;, 

Acciciu liiloiicu (ivliseuiei) and Aviiciii hfcvispicu (Mukusvi). Coiilbretinn species are 

a*so dominant such as Cuitibvctuiti mole (miama). Coniiphurus family is anotner species 

such as Cornipriorus ufricuna (itUngati). Over three quarter of the tincuuiVateu land is 

covered bv Lurtiuna cumuru (musomolo). Along river valleys we have ucus species sucti 

ns Ficus psycriomorus (ivltikuyu), Ficus ihot'riUigi (iutfiO) and Ficus benjutruriu. Napier 

glass and Acacia gerradu (muthn) are also found in zones that are wet throughout me 

year like river valievs.

ihe hills are mainly composed o f exoiic species such as Pinus patuia, Cuppresus 

ucsiianica and Eucalyptus species such as Eucalyptus saltgna (Blue gum). Near the
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forests. we nave AToizia species such as Aibizia gumifera. These type ox vegetation are 

• (jonniiiant in cooi areas iike me hiiis.

homesteads have their own vegetation, which is mainly composed o f the Cussia species 

i as CtiSSiu Sidf/icQ. Cu\Siu SptCiuulis ('viukcngcta), TtirrHiridtiu. thCtUilliS (umbrella) and
l
■. Croton species e.g. (Ithulu)

o nyoroiogicai roieniiai
f

This can be described as low to medium considering the impervious nature of the 

y crystalline nietanioiphic rocks found in the area and the irregular rain fill experienced.

Ground water Occurrence in such geological terrain is usually restricted to fractured and 

■ faulted zones within the rocks especially in the forest regions. The forest prOviues 

recharge now while the zones of broken rock may create sufficient storage for water 

especially where they extend deep into the ground. It is in Such ZOJieS that we liflu Spniigs 

- whose water has been tapped for use in the low lands. Other ground water aiso occurs 

where the basement rocks axe deeply weathered and in contact Oi Crystalline me tamo rp rue 

rocks. Shallow ground water may also occur within the sands o f dry riverbeds or aiong

Oiu and buried river channels where some base now takes place.

d.4 clim ate

'riatiiiku is generally a semi-aria zone with poor unreliable rains, which neigntens the 

Water crisis. The rains are varied to the extent that fne typical good seasons are
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interspersed with extremely dry spells. Variation in the outset o f rainy season adds to the 

difficulty ofensuring adequate ground water replenishment and storage of surface flow.

The rainfall in the region varies with significant variation in distribution. The rains do 

not follow the conventional regime of long rains coming in March -  May and short rains 

coming in October - December season. Instead the March to May rains are short and 

unreliable, while the October to December rains are longer, sometimes extending up to 

January'. The amount o f rainfall per year is specifically between 500mm to 600mm but 

characterized by poor distribution. Figure 3.1 shows recorded rainfall data of the study 

area for the 1998-2000 periods. The mean annual rainfall is erratic shifting from 

84.7mm to 43.Omni in 1999 and 2000 respectively, except in the year 1998 with a mean 

annual rainfall o f 95.7mm. This was as a result o f the effects of El Nino phenomena that 

were experienced in the whole country'.

Figure 3.1 Monthly Rainfall during the 1998-2000 period
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Source: (Field Survey 2000).
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■ ' |he study area just like the rest o f the district experiences high temperatures during the 

/ jay and low temperatures at night The temperatures range from 26°c to 17°c 

\  ^pet-lively. During the month o f June and July, the area experiences cool temperatures 

while the month o f  February is the hottest month in the region. Due to high temperatures 

in the day, which necessitates high evaporation rates within the area, and further 

compounded with the erratic nature o f the rainfall accelerates the water scarcity in the 

 ̂ study area.

3.5 Land use pattern

The area lies in both medium potential and lower potential agro-ecological zones. Crop 

farming is the main agricultural activity though small-scale animal husbandry is practiced 

especially in the lower potential agro-ecological zones. A reconnaissance of the study 

area revealed that much of the area is cultivated with the exception o f  planted Nzaui and 

Makuli forests and areas o f bare rock and steep slopes in the T waa hill. Cultivation along 

river valleys leads to high rate of erosion hence brown water during rain season and large 

masses o f sand along riverbeds.

Cultivated crops include among others maize, pigeon peas, cowpeas, and sorghum. Fruit 

crops such as mangoes and citrus fruits thrive very well in the area and bananas along 

river valleys. Irrigation is also practiced in the upper sections o f the rivers where crops 

like French beans and tomatoes and vegetables are grown. There are no mining 

operations in the study area except for occasional murrain scooping for rural access roads 

grading. Sand harvesting along riverbeds is practiced but this negatively affects water- 

rest levels in the streams by lowering the water table.
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f ).6 History of Water projects in IYIatiliku
i

Initial attempts to implement gravity piped water was done in 1972 with the application 

of extraction of water from Nzaui forest for the Nzaui water project, later named Kwa- 

■ Kisinzi Water Project. This was implemented in 198$ through the efforts of Catholic 

Diocese o f  Machakos, who provided funds, construction materials and engineers, while 

the local community provided labour and locally available materials. The youth 

especially school children provided labour at specific days in order to speed up the work 

progress and supply water to schools. The spring had demonstrated a water yield of 

1257m7day. The method o f diversion was gravity pipeline. The water line was extended 

to Maiani and Nziu market in 1985 and it supplied water to two sub-locations; Kalamba 

<ind Nziu. Several schools were provided with water such as Kalamba primary and 

secondary schools, Nziu primary' and secondary and Malooi primary school. Water was 

provided through w'ater kiosks and no individual connections were to be installed 

according to the original design. However today water is supplied through 91 individual 

connections and 11 water kiosks.

In 1987. the line to Nziu market from Kisinzi water project was disconnected due to 

regional differences. As if in response to this, another spring at Makuli forest was 

sur\ eyed. With the assistance of World Vision International (WVI), the Ikomba water 

project was implemented in 1990 to supply water to the residents o f Nziu sub-location. 

"The spring had a water yield of 500m3/day and was expected to serve a population of 

0ver 7000 persons. Water was provided through 8-water kiosks/communal water points 

which one is not in use and 60 individual connections. The original Kisinzi line and
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P* vv3rer kiosks were connected to the new Ikomba line. During the implementation of the 

l  project, WVI provided funds and necessary materials while the Ministry of Water 

I officials did the design and technical work. The local community provided labour and 

r  other locally available materials. The progress o f  the project took a longer period than 

I the expected due to unwillingness o f  the local people to participate. The local 

I community was induced to provide free labour by the introduction o f  food for work 

I  program after coercion by local administration had failed to work.
Mi

f  fn 1986, the inauguration o f die Machakos Integrated Development project (MIDP) made 

I  more funds available for water development and this saw the implementation of Kilinga 

I  water project. Kilinga water project has its source from two springs in Nzaui forest, the 

r  Nundu and Kilinga springs. Water is provided through gravity flow to sections of 

I Kalamba and Kithumba sub-locations. The two springs have a water yield of 

[ 501.12m3/day. The water line was extended to Mathanguni market in 1987, and several 

h schools such as Isambani, Kithumba and Kalaani primary schools. Water is distributed 

f; via 16 individual connections, 7 water kiosks, o f  which 2 are not operational.

Other projects in the division include Ikangavya water project funded by European Union 

through the MIDP in 1984 and Isololo water project funded by Catholic Diocese of 

Machakos in 1983. The Isololo spring demonstrated a yield of 1131.lm'/day and was 

expected to serve 10,000 persons with water. The other gravity fed water projects is the 

Manooni water project frtnded by European Union through MIDP to supply water to 

Matiliku and Kawala sub-locations. It has its water from a dam constructed in the 

adjacent Muiala Division. A concise summary o f the above analysis is presented in the
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av^ndix. This analysis was developed from information gathered from the District 

<**r Engineers' office, Makueni. Map 3.4 presents the current water supply in the study 

w* -md the proposed design lines.
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3.7 Socio-Economic Profile

3.7.1 Population: Density and Distribution

The division had 6893 households consisting o f 38,867 persons according to the 1999 

population and housing census. The areas family size is six persons while the population 

density' is 162 per sq km. The population is projected to 47,845 and 58,897 persons by 

the year 2009 and 2019 respectively. The above population is computated by adopting 

the province annual population growth rate o f about (2.1%) (GOK, 1997). This 

information is presented in Table 3.2 below

Table 3.2 population projections by location

Location Area (sq km) 1999 2009 2019

Kalamba 100.2 16,941 20,854 25,672

Kithumba 31.4 5.544 6.825 8,401

Nzaui 62 10,644 13.103 16,129

! Kilili 47 5,738 7,063 8,695

Matiliku 240.6 38.867 47.845 58,897

Density' (Persons/sq. km) 162 199 245

Source: (Adaptedfrom CBS, 2000).

The above population projections are used to compute water demands for the same 

populations in the data analysis. The population density varies from one location to 

another as shown in Table 3.3 below. The varying distribution is associated with
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Ait
?; differences in area coverage per administrative area and the population together with 

? variations in resource endowment.

V Table 3.3 Population densities by sub-locations

-

Sub-location

f
1

Number of 

Households

Total

population

Area is sq. km Density

,

| Nziu 1,051 5990 37.9 158

Ikanga\ya 827 4632 27.4 169

Kalamba 1,104 6319 34.9 181

Matiliku 987 5072 26.7 190
il
j fCawaia 957 5572 35.3 158

Kithumba 1005 5544 31.4 177

Kilili 962 5738 47 122

Total 6893 38867 240.6

Source; (Adaptedfrom CBS, 2000).

The study area also has other forms of human settlements in addition to the rural 

households. These include market centres such as Nziu, Upendo. Maiani, Makutano. 

Kalaani and Kithumba. There are also several education institutions and dispensaries.

3.7.2 Incomes and Income generating activities

An analysis o f the population incomes in the study area revealed that 47.7 per cent of the 

area active populations are smallholder farmers while 22.0 per cent engaged in informal



non-farm activities. Only 30.3 per cent o f the region populations are salaried workers. 

Therefore, about 69.7 per cent o f the division's working populations are self-employed.

Food crops are the main agricultural products depended on by majority o f the people in 

the area. These crops include maize, beans, pigeon peas, mangoes, and citrus fruits. It is 

important to note that in parts of Kalamba, Ikangavya, Kithumba and Nziu sub-locations, 

oranges are regarded as the main cash crops. Livestock rearing in small scale is also 

practiced.

In conclusion this chapter has provided an overview of the physical and social economic 

aspects o f  the study area. It provides a bridge from chapter one and chapter four (the data 

analysis), which outlines the research findings about the subject o f study as revealed from 

the samp led po pul ati on.
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>.Vf  CHAPTER FOUR: THE EXTENT OF WATER SUPPLY IN MATILIKU
Pf: ■ DIVISION
$
‘A
^  4,0 Introduction

The chapter introduces the water availability scenario in the study area. It highlights
ijff

> about the sources o f water within the projects' catchment areas, the distances covered to 

; water sources, water consumption patterns, and the water supply and demand in the 

; supply area. -

4.1 Sources of water

As indicated in the sampling procedure the study set out to interview 100 respondents, 

out of which 25 respondents acted as a control group of the study variables. The control 

group comprised o f those people felling within the catchment areas o f the projects, but 

was not getting water from any of the three projects. A field Survey revealed the sources 

of water as indicated in Table 4.1.
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fab le 4.1 Sources of w ater
j—

i Source Frequency | Percentage

t  Individual connection 11 11

Communal water points 5 5

River or stream 21 21

! Pond 4 4

Combination o f sources 59 59

Total 100 100

Source: (Field Survey, 2000).

Apart from the 25 respondents who acted as a control group and relied on water from 

traditional sources such as rivers, streams and ponds, the rest (75 respondents) used water 

from various sources. O f the 15 respondents who were interviewed having ICs in their 

homesteads. 26.7% revealed that their supplies were irregular and this led to reliance on 

water from rivers* streams and ponds. This was prevalent in the lower sections of the 

reticulation lines due to burst pipes and misuse o f water in the upper sections. The table 

also shows that 5% o f the respondents relied exclusively on water from the communal 

water points (CWPs). This unveils that the CWPs were generally not relied on entirely as 

sources o f water due to irregular flows. A combined proportion of those relying on water 

from more than one source revealed that 59% were in this category* which indicates that 

relying on one source o f water was not possible in the study area due to various reasons 

as indicated below.

The respondents had divergent reasons for using of water from more than one source.

These factors included unreliability and distance among other factors. Table 4.2 is a
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breakdown of the reasons.

4.2 Reasons for using water from more than one source

1—
Reason Frequency Percentage

r-"
Unreliable water supply 53 70.7

Unfair water distribution 5 6.7

Dirty water/polluted 2 2.6

No problem 11 14.7

Total 75 100

Source: (Field Survey 2000).

Table 4.2 reveals that 70.7 % of the respondents relied on water from more than one 

source due to unreliability o f the water supplies, whereas 6.7% o f the respondents felt 

that there was unfairness in the water distribution. A further 5.3% and 2.6% referred to 

distance to improved water outlets and polluted water respectively as being the reasons 

for the above phenomenon. Only 14.7% o f the respondents interviewed did not 

experience any problems with the water supplies, hence relied on one water source. 

These included those respondents who had ICs and had constructed storage tanks, hence 

could store water for future use in case o f breakdowns. Only a few respondents about 3% 

had indicated that water from the projects especially Ikomba water supply was polluted at 

times and not lit for human consumption. This led to the use of water from other sources 

such as the rivers and ponds. The missing 25 cases referred to the control group, which
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relied entirely on water from the traditional sources.

The respondents had different reasons for not getting water from the improved water 

supplies as shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4-3 Reasons for not getting water from the improved water outlets

i
Reason Frequency Percentage

Lack of money to pay for water 11 12.4

Piped water had not reached the 
village

25 28.1

Water kiosk not operational II 12.4

River near than water point 15 16.8

Unreliability o f the water supply 27 30.3

Total | 89 100

Source: (Field Survey, 2000).

From the above data, it can be observed that 12.4% of the respondents were not getting 

water from the projects due to lack o f money to pay for the same, while 12.4% was due to 

closure o f the water kiosks. The two reasons are related to the feet that although not 

indicated in the table in sections served with water from Ikomba and Kilinga water 

projects, the respondents were of the view that water should be provided free of charge 

hence they were not ready to pay for it. This had led to the closure water points by the 

relevant water committees.
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plate (1) A CWP (kiosk) closed and vandalized for Ikomba water project.

Considering the fact that water was sold at 

Ksh. 2 per 20-litre gallon or Ksh. 100 per 

month for those getting water from the 

water kiosks or Ksh. 200 for those with 

ICs, one would not have expected such

reasons to be stated. Such water fees were 

to cater for operation and maintenance o f the projects hence the failure to pay was a

major drawback to their sustainability. There were also 16.8% respondents whose reason 

for not getting water from the projects was due to other sources o f  water being at closer 

distances than the improved water outlets. The above reasons can be attributed to the 

failure o f  creating awareness among the water consumers as to the importance of piped 

water in comparison with water from traditional sources during the initiation of the water 

projects.

In Table 4.3, the 12.4% respondents missing included those who relied on only water 

from the water projects and these involved those who had house connections while the 

28% included the control group. There were 30.3% respondents who were not getting 

water from the project due to unreliability of the water supply from the projects. Failure 

to act fast in case o f burst pipes and poor rationing procedures were the major causes of 

this phenomenon. The unreliability of water posed a heavy burden on the collectors of

water.
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4.2 Collectors of Water and Mode o f Water Transport

Water collection is part o f the daily domestic 

burden o f women and children in Matiliku 

where they had a combined percentage of 

69%. Women alone accounted for 57% while 

17% relied on house help. In 3% of the cases, 

the men (heads o f  households) were the collectors o f  water while 11% were not involved 

in water collection since they had house connections. This included those who relied on 

water from house connections entirely. The above Figure 4.1 shows this vividly.

Figure 4.2 Modes of water transport

The collectors of water used various methods so as 

to deliver water to the respective points o f water 

use. The responses showed that the most important 

mode o f transport used is human labour, which 

accounted for47%, while donkey was second with 

24%. The use o f wheelbarrow or bicycle was also

prevalent whose occurrence was 12%, while the use of ox-drawn cart was 6%. Though 

not indicated in the table above the men were the main users o f the last two modes ot 

^vater transport. The use o f the two modes by men shows that women and children bore

Figure 4.1 Collectors of water

1 1 %

S o u rc e :  (F ie ld S u r v e y ,  2 0 0 0 ).
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the heaviest burden o f collecting water by use o f  the most tiring modes. This means that 

since they perform other activities as indicated in Figure 4.3, their performance is likely 

to be affected. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of the collectors of water.

The water collectors were also involved in other activities as shown in the Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Other activities performed by water collectors

Figure 4.1 depicts a situation whereby women

who are the main performers o f household chores

such as cooking, collecting firewood and caring

for the young and the sick are always

c ,j~"- ijc overburdened.
S o u rc e :  ( F ie ld  S u rv ey , 2 0 0 0 ) .

The category o f those who performed household chores occupied 32 %, while those who 

were involved in income generating activities and fanning included 53.9 %. This 

revealed that drawing o f wfater from far distances, which ranged from 2 to 6 kms, had a 

heavy toll on the society's economic productivity. This is because the respondents could 

spend between 2 to 4 hours collecting water. The initiation o f the water projects was 

aimed at reducing the burden of fetching water, but this had not been achieved. This is 

because out o f the 100 respondents interviewed only 11 % ofthem were not experiencing 

the burden of collecting water from far distances. This included only those who had 

house connections and water storage facilities.
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4J Distances to Im proved W ater Outlets

The distances to improved water supplies were also a burden. The Government policy on 

improved water supply stipulates that a household should not cover more that 2-km to a 

water point. Table 4.7 shows the distances covered to improved water outlets.

Table 4.4 Distance to im proved w ater supply

!------------------------------------
Distance (km) Frequency Percentage

0-0.5 35 35

j 0.6 - 1 km 10 10

1.1 km -2 kmf 17 17

i
| More than 2 km 38 38

Total 100 100

Source: (Field Survey, 2000).

Table 4.4 shows that even with the implementation o f the rural water supply projects the 

distances covered to improved water outlets were beyond the Governments reasonable 

distances. This is because 38% of the respondents covered distances exceeding 2 kins to 

improved water outlets. It was 35 % o f the respondents who covered distances between 

0-0.5 kms. This category was composed o f those who had ICs and those who had

dug shallow wells in their domiciles. The remaining 27% covered distances to water 

points that were within the reasonable distances.

Even with the scenario in Table 4.4, the respondents had to depend on water from more



than one source due to unreliability o f the water from the improved the water outlets 

among other factors. Apart from 14.7% o f the respondents, the rest covered distances to 

ether water sources as shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5 Distances to other alternative w a ter sources

i Distance in Km
i>

Frequency Percentage

0 - 0.5 20 22.5

0 .6 -1 12 13.5

1.1 -2 k m 12 13.5

2.1 - 4i
i -  _

37 41.5

U .l - 6
i

8 9.0

Total
f

89 100

Source: (Field Survey, 2000).

Table 4.5 shows that due to unreliability o f the water supplies and other factors like lack 

of money to pay for water, the distances to alternative water sources were further beyond 

2 kms as stated by 50.5% of the respondents. Slightly over half of the respondents 

covered distances beyond the reasonable distance due to poor designs and unreliability o f 

the water supplies. This is because the water points were not 2 kms apart. Some were 1 

km while others were 3-1 kms apart.

The above statement can further be supported by what was considered unfavourable

about the main sources o f  water as shown in Table 4.6.
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table 4.6 Problems of the main sources of w ater

. Response j Frequency
I

Percentage

| Unreliability' 24 | 24
1

! Distance & unreliability 28 28

; Distance 4 4

' Taste and colour 16 16

: Distance, colour, taste 20 20

j Not applicable1 8 8

| Total 100 100

Source: (FieldSurvey, 2000).

Table 4.6 shows that distance and distance and unreliability combined posed a threat to 

% o f the respondents. Distance, colour and taste were reported by 20 % o f the 

respondents. Distance as a problem is related to design of the projects. This is because it 

reflected that the distances covered to water points were far apart beyond 2 kms. Colour, 

and taste was a problem stated by those respondents who had observed cases of turbid 

water especially if pipe bursts were not repaired in time. In other instances the water 

intakes were not well protected hence solid substances could enter the reticulation

svstem.
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Plate (2) The water intake of Ikomba water project with its source completely 

covered with undergrowth.

Plate (3) The water intake at Kisinzi water project covered with a wire mesh and 

supported with block of stones.

In other instances, some of the water tanks had been neglected and started to rot as shown 
in plate 4.
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Plate 4 A "rotten" water tank for Kilinga water project.

9 4

Figure 4.3 shows that even though the water supply projects were implemented to reduce 

the drudgery o f fetelling water and improve on the areas socio-economic status, the 

collectors of water had other responsibilities. Water collection interfered with the 

collectors programs hence they had the opinion that they would be involved in the 

following activities if  they spend less time as shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7 Activities to be performed if the respondents spend less time in collecting 
water

Activity Frequency Percentage

Productive work 53 58

Leisure 18 18

Studying 8 8

Not applicable 16 16

Total 100 100

Source: (FieldSurvey 2000).
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Table 4.7 reflects that 58 % of the respondents would be ready to spend the saved time in 

directly productive activities like farming, business; while 18 % felt that duty of fetching 

water was tiring hence any improvement would enable them to rest or visit friends. 

School going children were also part of the water collectors. Water drawing interferes 

with the educational programs.

Plate (5) School children going for an errand to the river to collect water

These children felt that if water was always available in their schools and homes they 

would utilize the time for studies.

4.4 W ater Supply and Demand

The water supplies from the three projects had the following yields and distributed 

through ICs and CWPs as shown in the Table 4.8.
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Tabfe 4.8 Water supplies, yields and mode of distribution

i\Iode

of distribution

Water project Yield (m7d) res CWPs

Kisinzi 1257 91 11

Ikomba 500 60 8

Kilinga 501 16 7

Total
— — ____________

2258 167 26

Source: (FieldSurvey, 2000).

Table 4.8 presents how water is supplied to the beneficiaries of the water projects. Each 

of the three projects was expected to meet water demand of specific number of people as 

'hown in the Table 4.9.

1 able 4.9 Domestic water demand for region served

Water

Project
Population served 

(2000)

Water demand 

(m3/d)

Total

demand

(m3/d)

Projects

yields

(m7d)
ICs CWPs ICs CWPs

Kisinzi 510 5809 25.5 145.2 170.7 1257

Ikomba 336 5654 16.8 141.4 158.2 500

Kilinga 90 5454 4.5 136.4 140.9 501

Total 936 16917 46.8 423 469.8 2258

Source: (FieldSurvey, 2000).

in order to compute the water demand in the study area the researcher adopted the 1999



population and housing census results for the region. To compute the water demand, the 

srandards set by the Water Resources Assessment Study by the Ministry of Water 

development in the area were adopted. According to the standards, people served by a 

C WP are expected to consume 25 litres of water per capita per day; while those served by 

fCs. consume 50 litres per capita per day, the researcher computed the water demand in 

the region. Its was also assumed that each IC was serving one household with water and 

the average household size in the region o f 5.6 persons was used to compute persons 

sewed by each form of water supply.

It is also assumed that water was only used for domestic purposes, which includes 

drinking, washing and bathing, watering animals while irrigation of crops is not included 

in the above computation. From the above table it can be observed that all the three water 

projects had water yields that could meet the daily water demands in the region.

The total domestic water demand is 469.8 m3/day, which is far below the combined water 

supply o f 225 8m3/day. However, if  water demands for the educational institutions in the 

region served with water from the water projects are included, the total water demand is 

expected to increase. Table 4.10 shows the water demand for the educational institutions 

taking in consideration that in boarding schools each student is expected to use 50 litres 

per capita per day and day schools 5 litres per capita per day according to WHO

standards.
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Table 4.10 Water demand for educational institutions

; School Population Demand m3/day

| Kalamba secondary 350 17.5

■ Nziu secondary
I

200 10

| Kalamba primary1
f

400 2

; Nziu primary
1

300 1.5
l
| Kitheini primary
f

250 1.2
i -----------------------
j Malooni primary 220 1.1

Kalaani primary 250 1.2

j Kithumba primary 260 1.3

Total ] 
----- -- --------------------------------

2230 35.8

Source: (FieldSurvey, 2000).

Table 4.10 shows that the total water demands for the education institutions are 

35.8m3/day. When this figure is included in the domestic demand the total demand 

would be 505.6 m3/d. This water demand is still below the total supply from the projects 

with a surplus o f 1752.4m3/d. The scenario in the study area is however different since 

the respondents had to depend on water from more than one source as the water supplies 

could meet the total domestic water demand.

The study revealed that 59 % o f  the respondents interviewed relied on water from more 

than one source. Even those with ICs. water was not available at times since it was only 

11 out o f the 15 households interviewed who relied entirely on water from the water 

projects. Over 80 % of the respondents reported to be receiving water once in 2 days and
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sometimes the period extending to over a week. It was only 16% o f the respondents who 

relied on water entirely from the water projects. These included the 11% respondents 

who had ICs and 5% respondents who drew water from CWPs but located near the water 

intakes. This means the further away from the water intakes the higher the chances of not 

hav ing regular flow o f water. This was attributed to pipe bursts not repaired in time, 

unclosed taps and practice o f irrigation. Such activities meant that water is lost in the 

system before reaching some o f the delivery points.

The study found out that the minimum per capita water consumption for those without 

ICs is 5.7 litres per day while the maximum is 40 litres per day. The average 

consumption for the same group was calculated to be 18.3 litres per capita per day. This 

means that the maximum is above the designed 25 litres per capita per day while the 

average is below the designed standard for CWPs,

In respect to the Ministry of Water Development, a CWP should serve 480 people. 

During the time o f the study each wrater project had CWPs as shown in Table 4.11. Using 

the populations drawing water from the CWPs, the required number o f CWPs would have 

been as computed in the same table.
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tabic 4.11. The num ber of CWPs

r—
i Water Project Population served Present Mo. of Required Mo. of

i by CWPs CWPs CWPs

j Kisinzi 5809 11 12

1 rkomba1 5654 8 11

\ Kilinga 5454 7 11

Total . 16917 26 34

Source: (Filed Survey, 2000).

Table 4.11 shows that the number o f CWPs was less than the required number to serve 

the current population. Kisinzi water project had 11 CWPs instead of the expected 12. 

Ikomba water project had 8 CWPs with one not operational instead o f the required 11. 

Kilinga water project had 7 CWPs o f which two were not operational, while the required 

number was 11.

With such a scenario, the CWPs were not at equal distance apart, hence the reason why 

the respondents had to wait for 2-4 hours and sometimes 5 hours at the water points.

4.5 The Future and Ultimate W ater Demand

In order to compute the future and the ultimate water demand, the present water demand 

calculated in Table 4.9 was adopted and the populations projected for the year 2009 and 

2019. The future demand refers to water demand after 10 years while ultimate demand 

rcfer$ to water requirements after 20 years. The water demands for the same periods are 

calculated as shown in the Table 4.12.
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Table 4.12 Future and ultimate w ater dem and

: Water Project Present w ater 

dem and mJ/day

Future w ater 

demand mJ/dav

Ultimate water 

demand m3/dav

! Kisinzi (6319} 170.7 (7779) 207.2 (9576) 252.2

! Ikomba
1

(5990) 158.2 {7374} 192.7 {9077} 235.3
1
: Kilinga
i

(5544) 140.9 {6824} 172.9 {8400} 212.3

Total
___________________

{16.853} 468.8 {21.977} 572.8 {27.053} 699.8

Source: (Field Survey, 2000).

In the above table it is assumed that the households served with water by 1Cs will not 

increase, while those served with w'ater from CWPs will increase. The figures in brackets 

represents the projected populations for the year 2009 and 2019 for each projects' 

catchment area. Whereas the water yields are expected to be constant, the water demands 

will increase with increase in the populations. Table 4.12 shows that each of the three 

projects could meet the respective water demands in their catchment areas if water is not 

lost within the system. The above computed water demands however do not include the 

institutions water demand.

4.6 P er Capita W ater Consumption

According to the Water Resources Assessment study by the Ministry of Water 

Development, people served by communal wafer points (water kiosks) are expected to 

consume 25 litres o f water per capita per day. Those served by ICs are expected to 

consume 50 litres per capita per day. WTiile it was not possible to calculate the exact 

amount o f water consumed per day by those people in the study area having ICs the same
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also applied for those who collected water from the water points. This is because non-of 

the two were metered.

From the study it was found out that an average o f 5.6 persons consumed an average of 

109.9 litres per day. This makes per capita consumption per day to be 19.6 litres. This is 

on the assumption that all the water drawn is used for domestic purposes, which doesn't 

include watering animals or irrigating crops. Consumption rates were however found to 

range from 40 litres per household o f 7 persons, which makes the lowest per capita 

consumption per day to only 5.7 litres to 160 litres in a household o f 2 persons hence a 

per capita consumption o f 80 litres per day. This shows that the highest consumers of 

water from the ICs consumed water over the expected 50 litres per capita per day. 

However for those people, drawing water from the CWPs they consumed less than the 

expecred 25 litres per capita per day (18.3 litres).

4,7 Determinants of Per Capita Water Consumption

From the field Survey, generally four fee tors affected the amount o f per capita water 

consumption. This was found to be a function o f the following attributes.

(a) D istances and convenience

The collectors o f water in Matiliku Division spend more than one hour or even 5 hours 

per day fetching water. On average, the distance between homesteads and improved 

water outlets was 2.09 km, and 2.17 km to other alternative water outlets. From the 

analysis o f distances to improved water outlets in Table 4.4, j 8 % ot the distances 

exceeded 2 km and ranged between 2 and 6 km. Therefore 62 percent o f the respondents
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were covering distances below 2 km. However, these distances increased due to reliance 

on water from alternative sources, which was attributed to irregular flows o f water from 

the improved water outlets.

Table 4.5 showed that slightly over 50% of the respondents were covering distances more 

than 2 km and 49,5 % o f the respondents were within reasonable distances to other 

alternative water outlets. Observations confirmed that there was a significant relationship 

between the distance to water source and the per capita water consumption in the study 

area. Consumption per capita decreased as distance increased towards the 6-km distance, 

which was the longest distance covered by the respondents in the study as shown in the 

following table.

To come up with the above deduction, a simple linear regression statistical technique was 

used. The noted distance ranges from 0 to 6 km while per capita consumption were 

determined using individual household sizes. These ranged from 5.7 to 80 litres per 

capita per day.

Table 4.13 is an arrangement for statistical application.
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I Tabk 4.13 Distance versus w ater consumption

F* j Distance km P e r capita consumption (1)

J
i.

r  0 39.9

\ 0.03 8

j 0.05 30

j 0.1 21

j 0.2 28

i ° - 3 19

0.4 16.2

0.45 15.7

0.5 18.4

0.6 24

0.7 12

1
[ 0.8 32

0.9 26
j
j 1 13.2

1 1-31
13.3

i 15
11.6

L  1 7
10

j 2
1

18.7

r ~  3 18.4

1 4 18.4

ij 5 16.5
j

6 13

Source: (Field, Survey, 2000).
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fhe multiple linear regression equation attained from the above data was Y -  25 24 - 

|.93x whereby ,rY" represents the per capita water consumption and V  represents the 

distance. The slope from the equation represents a negative relationship. The slope term

\ (-1.93) indicated that, for each additional kilometre to water outlet in use, a predictable 

decline in per capita water consumption o f about 1.93 litres followed. Therefore, an 

increase in distance was followed by a decline in consumption. A regression for distance 

and the amount o f water consumed per household showed that there is no significant 

relationship between distance and the amount o f water consumed at 0.05 significance 

level since the computed F-Test o f 0.009 is less than 0.05.

A further analysis however indicated that the water consumption pattern was not 

exclusively a function o f distance. The calculation-of the Pearson's correlation (r = 

0.195:?) and consequently the coefficient o f determination (r2 = 0.0382) showed that only

| 3 -JJ2  percent o f the variability in the per capita water consumption were influenced by
i

[ distance. Therefore 96.2% o f  the variation in per capita water consumption was not 

i ^plained by the distance phenomenon but could probably be explained by other factors 

such as household size, water-consuming activities, restrictions in water use and 

character o f water supply.

(b) The character of water supply
V’ T "

General observation showed that for parts without piped water supply, less than 10 litres 

Per capita per day was common. The commonly used quantity was 13.3 litres per capita 

Per day. However, the'figures for those with lCs or within easy access to improved water 

°utlets ranged between 12.5 to 80 litres per capita per day. It can thus be concluded that



\ areas utilizing waters from improved sources in the study area had on average a relatively

*' higher per capita consumption.

i

y The mode of water transport was also a factor that determined the amount of water
-H

: consumed. In areas where the respondents relied entirely on traditional water sources and
J
i
- earned water by use o f human back, the consumption ranged between 10 litres to 26.6 

; litres. For those who used ox-drawn carts as the method of water haulage, their per capita 

 ̂ consumption ranged between 13.3 litres to 32 litres.

■i
} (c) The household size

i The average family size in the study area was 5.6 persons or (6 persons). The per capita 

| consumption dropped from about 80 litres in a household 2 to about 10 litres per capita in
ir

a household of 12 persons. From the calculated correlation coefficient ofO. 1616 it shows 

that there was a very weak positive relationship between family size and the amount of
I

water consumed.

A multiple linear regression analysis showed that there is a significant relationship 

between family size and per capita water consumption at 0.05 significance level as the 

computed F-Test o f 0.091 was greater than 0.05.

A further analysis however indicated that consumption pattern was not exclusively a 

function o f family size. The calculated coefficient o f  determination (f*) showed that it 

was only 2.9% of the variability in per capita consumption, which could exclusively be 

determined by household size. Although there is no time when user population does not 

need water, the per capita consumption was affected by other factors.
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(d) Water consuming activities and restrictions in water use

Water in Matiliku division was strictly used for domestic purposes. This included 

washing, drinking and cooking and does not involve watering of animals and irrigation. 

However, for those with ICs, such practices, which were prohibited, were practiced. 

Some o f these respondents also had constructed storage tanks and water pipes connected 

to them. Taps are left running thus denying water to people living downstream. A close 

observation for those with ICs, the per capita consumption ranged from 12.5 to 80 litres 

with family sizes of 2 to 6 persons. This can be attributed to use o f water for other 

purposes whose water cannot be computed since the water systems were not metered. 

The respondents also did not give the exact amount of water used for the various 

activities.

The willingness to pay for water from the improved water outlets also determined the 

quantity o f water one would get from the water supplies. In a section of the region, 

though the CWPs being nearer than other water sources 12.4% of the respondents 

claimed to be lacking money to pay for water. This combined with distance limited the 

amount o f water one used in a household, hence low per capita consumption.

Chapter four has highlighted the water supply situation in the study area in terms of the 

main sources o f water, the collectors of water, mode of water transport and distances 

covered to the sources o f water. It has also highlighted the per capita water consumption 

as well as the water demand and supply in the region.

Relevant works to the study were done by Mathuva (1994) who found out that in Kiteta
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j Location, in Machakos District, the improved water supply distribution was found to be 

| deteriorating where the schemes output could not accommodate the widespread house 

connections. The water demand exceeded the supply situation whereby the water 

schemes were only supplying 3.9% o f the regions total water demand. By 1993, the 

supply was comparatively decreasing because the schemes could only supply 2.3% of the 

regions total water demand. Distance was found to be a major factor determining the 

amount o f  water consumed where by each additional distance kilometre meant a decline 

in per capita water consumption o f about 1.42 litres. Mathuva calls the collectors of 

water "the drawers” o f water, for him water collection was the daily domestic burden of 

women, and children where the two combined were 90%. The Matiiiku case for the same 

aspect was 69%, which shows that the duty o f collecting water was not entirely the 

responsibility o f women and children.

In part Chapter Four has illustrated some of the bottlenecks within the delivery systems 

such as unreliability, pollution and poor designs. It has also highlighted factors leading to 

the unreliability of water from the water supplies. The factors are related to how the water 

projects were initiated through the efforts of various actors. The water consumers were 

characterized by peculiar attributes such as failure to pay for water and reliance on water 

from traditional sources even when the improved water outlets were at reasonable 

^stances. However, an in-depth analysis o f the issues is discussed in the following 

chapter w ith reference to how the projects were initiated designed and implemented. 

Focusing on the role of the different actors (partners) during the projects planning process 

1̂1 highlight an in depth about these issues.

i



CHAPTER FIVE: POLICY IMPLICATIONS ON COMMUNITY 

PARTICIPATION AND PARTNERSHIP IN WATER SUPPLY SCHEMES

5.0 Introduction

This chapter starts b y  analyzing the participatory approaches during the projects planning 

process. The chapter identifies the flaws in the participatory and partnership approaches 

as applied during the  projects planning stages. It finally highlights on the hindrance to 

the water projects future sustainability in Matiliku Division.

5.1 Community Participation in Matiliku W ater Supply Projects

Achieving foil and effective community participation in any development project is a 

difficult job and m uch depends on the way the local people are approached by those who 

act as catalysts "the enablers". In an effort to bring out the community participation in 

the projects, the study set out to understand why the projects were initiated and who 

initiated the projects, ways o f participation, the level o f participation and why the 

community participated in the projects. These five questions are considered essential due 

to the understanding o f typologies o f community participation.

from the field Survey, the projects were initiated due to various reasons as shown in 

Figure 5,1

109
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figure 5.1 Reasons for the initiation of the water projects

Source: (F ie ld  S u rv ey , 2 0 0 0 ).

Figure 5.1 shows that 73% of the 

respondents had the notion that the projects 

were initiated due to availability of donor 

funds. This shows that the water projects 

initiation were not demand driven but supply 

driven. The donors provided the funds tor 

the implementation o f the water projects.

It is only 22% o f the respondents who saw the initiation o f the projects as being a 

solution to a felt need. The disconnection of the water line from Kisinzi water project in 

Kalamba sub-location to Nziu sub-location led to the initiation o f Ikomba water project 

according to 3% o f  the respondents, while 2% o f  the respondents were not aware why the 

project were initiated. This latter category included those who were not living in the 

study area during the initiation o f  the water projects.

On the projects' initiation, 30% o f the respondents had the view that the projects' were 

initiated by donors and 24% by local administrators while 34% by opinion leaders and 

donors. On the other hand 12% were not aware on who initiated the projects. These 

percentages reveal that the local people were not in the forefront during the projects' 

initiation.
■ .>. 1; ■

The local administrators were stated as being the initiators o f the projects because they 

were the ones used by the donors to call "barazas" from where the External Support
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Agency officials would hurriedly be introduced to the local people about the intended 

objectives.

During the initiation, design and implementation of the water projects, the facilitators 

rarely sought the opinions o f the local people as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Stages of participation

tniusuun und imugerasn

S o u rce: (F ie ld S u r v e y .  2 0 0 0 ) .

An analysis o f when the local people 

were involved in the project revealed 

that. 71% were involved during the 

project implementation, while 4% were 

involved during initiation. Those 

involved during initiation stated that the 

facilitators only sought information

regarding where they could get permanent water sources in the forests. They only sought 

for directions to such sources. Whereas 2% were involved in design stage, 4/o were 

involved during initiation and management. The latter included those imposed by the 

outsiders as project committee members. A further 14% were involved during initiatio 

and implementation while 5% did not participate. The latter included those who were 

living in the area during the projects planning and those who had declined to partic p 

due to various reasons as will be indicated latter. The above data indicates that the 

people were only involved in the later stages during the projects planning.

In as much as one may advocate for participation ot the people in development p j
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it is important to define the ways of participation. Figure 5.3 shows an analysis of the 

way o f  participation.

Figure 5.3 Ways o f participation

An analysis o f  this revealed that 74% participated 

through provision of unpaid labour (mainly in form 

o f unskilled labour and provision o f locally available 

materials. On the other hand 12% participated

through payment o f finances and unpaid labour, 3%

Source: (Field Survey, 2000). . . . .  . .  , . ,  . , . . .
made decisions, 6% ideas and unpaid labour, while

5% never participated in any way. Those who participated through payment of finances 

and unpaid labour included those who reported to have paid registration fees to be 

members o f the projects' which was a meagre fee o f Ksh 5/-, Those, who participated by 

making decisions included a category o f local opinion leaders mainly teachers.

The above desegregation shows that there was no active participation by the local people. 

Though not all people can lead the above percentage reveal that their participation was 

merely passive.

The above deduction can be supported by the fact that the respondents had different 

reasons as to why they had participated in the above ways as shown in Figure 5.4.
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There were 56% of the respondents 

coerced to provide unpaid labour, 

while 29% participated due to the 

expected benefits. The latter 

category accepted to provide free 

labour due to the prevailing water 

problem in the area by then. Tn 

contrast 10% of the respondents 

provided labour due to availability

of incentives in form o f food handouts (food for work) and others who were paid for the 

labour provided especially in parts o f Nziu, and Kalamba sub-locations. Part of 5% 

stated that they did not participate because they never needed food handouts since they 

Had food for their daily requirements. It is important to note that these projects were 

implemented when there was a severe famine in the area. Food for work was introduced 

after the coercion had failed to meet the expected objectives. Work had progressed at a 

slow phase as the people declined to provide free labour. On the issue o f coercion, the 

Chiefs Act was applied to force the local people to provide free labour. The chiefs were 

thus instrumental in mobilizing the local people to provide free labour.

An analysis o f  community participation in decision-making revealed that other actors 

made decisions during the projects' planning. The responses were as follows, j 2 /o by 

donors, 39% donors and local administrators, 18% donors and opinion leaders, 6/o the

Source: (F ie ld S u r v e y ,  2 0 0 0 ).
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local administrators and 5% were not aware.

The percentage for donors and local administrators combined was 71%, which reveals 

that the local people were only involved in what had already been decided upon. This 

percentage tallies with the response given by the respondents concerning the level at 

which they were involved in the projects. The 18% response for donors and opinion 

leaders as being the main decision-makers referred to teachers especially primary school 

heads who collaborated with the outsiders as the local people representatives. The same 

case applied to the local administrators who were key in coercing the local people to 

provide free labour.

The local people participation in the design was analyzed by inquiring on those who 

decided on the location of the communal water points (kiosks). The respondents had the 

following understanding, 8% the donors, 19% local administrators, 13% opinion leaders, 

52% technicians as influenced by opinion leaders, while 8% were not aware. Over 90% 

of respondents' were not aware of the criteria used in locating the water points. A field 

observation revealed that the water points for the three projects were widely spaced 

beyond 2 kms apart. The above figures reveal that other than the local administrators and 

opinion leaders the local people were not involved in the designing of water projects.

The local people have potential that can be exploited for their own benefit if the 

"enablers” incorporate them in the planning process. If given the opportunity, the 

sampled population had an idea of what should have been done during the projects' 

planning process. O f the sampled population 43% felt that they should have been 

involved in decision making while 35% stated that the communal water points should
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have been more than ICs at equidistant. Whereas 12% did not have any idea of what 

should have been done, 10% reported that they did not understand the new technology on 

piped water. This depicts that 78% of the respondents had a positive idea of what should 

have been done to best suit the prevailing conditions.

Rural water supply schemes are normally managed through committees in accordance to 

stipulated guiding rules and regulations. However, during the initial stages after 

implementation o f the projects the local people were not involved effectively in the 

selection o f  the committee members. This is evident since 53% of the respondents 

reported that the projects' officials were imposed on them.

From the foregoing it can be deduced that the local people were not at the centre stage 

during the projects planning stages. They did not participate actively in the 

identification, initiation, design, and implementation of the projects. Though the study 

shows that they were actively involved at the implementation stage, their involvement 

was only passive. This is so because they were only involved through provision of free 

labour, a  decision that they were not consulted on but just instructed on what to do. The 

above approach does not instill a sense o f ownership but instead fosters a feeling of 

resentment by the people concerned. Such resentment was portrayed by activities of 

vandalism o f the project materials. The above discussion also reveals that there was no 

co-ordination between the local people and the other actors. They were only incorporated 

in plans, w'hich they did not know their origin and the intended long-term outcomes^

The enablers, never allowed the local people to choose, plan, create, organize and take 

initiatives. The enablers made all the decisions hence they did not plan with the
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L community but planned for the community. There was lack of formal working modalities 

for the different actors involved and a set standard community involvement approach.

Such an approach lacks a point of consensus and commitment in coming up with the 

ultimate vision between the actors or stakeholders.

5.2 The Role of Local Administrators in the Implementation of Matiliku Water 

Projects

The local administration was very much involved directly and indirectly during the 

projects planning process. This is evident as indicated by 45% of the respondents that the 

local administrators were the main decision-makers. They formulated the work plans by 

deciding which days the rural people were to turn up for manual work. They also 

coerced the locals to provide labour as reported by 56% of the respondents. They were 

the custodians o f the projects' materials as indicated by 80% o f the respondents.

The ES As or Donors used the local administrators to let people know about the intended 

projects through convening o f  meetings. During the implementation o f the projects they

played a key role in mobilizing public "barazas" aimed at instructing the local people to 

prov ide labour. This reflected a negative way o f  awareness creation. Due to this role, 

24% o f  the respondents had the notion that the local chiefs initiated the projects'.

During the period before 1997 no one could convene a meeting without the local/area 

chiefs authorization. It was therefore their responsibility to play such a role. They also 

addressed such meetings. Over 90% of the respondents had come to know about the

116
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projects through such public "barazas". In such a way, the local administrators facilitated 

community participation. In some cases, work was organized through schools, where by 

all people with school going children were scheduled for manual duties for specific days, 

if a parent failed to turn up for labour provision, the pupils/students would be sent home 

by the local administrators to call up the parents for such duties. They used the Chiefs 

Act to force the locals to provide labour.

To shed more light on the role played by the local administrators, an analysis of why the 

respondents participated in the projects had revealed that 56% were coerced, 29 % 

participated due to expected benefits and 10% participated in order to benefit from 

incentives provided by the donors such as food. The group that participated due to 

coercion by the local administrators occupied the largest percentage, hence is can be 

deduced that they played a direct and indirect role. Their role can also be observed in the 

design o f  the projects where by 19% of the respondents reported them as being the major 

actors in deciding the location o f the CWPs. In summary the roles of the local

The prevailing scenario reveals that 

the local people were only involved 

in participating in the projects after 

plans had already been mooted.

administrators were as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 Roles of local administrators

S o u rce; ( F ie ld S u r v e y  2 0 0 0 ) '
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They were instructed on what to do. For the local community, these local administrators 

were supervisors, whose instructions could not be questioned.

There was no level playing ground between the local people and the administrators. 

There was also no co-ordination between the administrators and the local people whereby 

they could share experiences and exchange substantive information. The local people for 

instance were not allowed to create their own action groups at the village level on which 

they could  mobilize themselves and act as one group for a common cause.

5.3. R ole o f  External Support Agencies and the Government in the Planning of the 

Water Projects

Information regarding the role of the ESAs and Ministry of Water was gathered through 

dialogue w ith the relevant ESAs officials and District Water Engineer as well as the 

respondents themselves.

In K enya, any matter related to the extraction o f water for use must be addressed to the 

Ministry o f  Water as stipulated in the Water Act (Cap 372). The Act provides rights and 

apportionment, conservation, water undertakership and regulation of the development of 

water resources.

5.3.1 W ater Act Cap 372

The law  governing water resources is currently found in the Water Act (Cap 372) of the 

laws o f  Kenya. The Act provides the legal framework within which multiplicity of 

players may participate in the provision and supply of water. When this Act was enacted
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in 1952 and later revised in 1972, water and sanitation provision was by public 

departments. However, Water Act does not address commercial and private sector 

participation; though these are alternative modes o f management of water resources.

The Act deals with regulatory issues stating the dos and dots but it lacks planning and 

priority setting mechanism. Whereas in the water policy, Sessional Paper No 1 of 1999, 

the Government intends to involve local communities in all stages o f water projects 

development. It does not stipulate on how the process can be undertaken especially when 

the process involve several actors that is the government, the ESAs and the local 

community'.

Concerning the apportionment as stated in section 98 and 100 of the Water Act, when 

water is to  be extracted, the community or the people concerned are supposed to apply for 

water perm it from the District Water Board. This board operates at the district level while 

at the national level we have the National Apportionment board. Before extraction, a 

permit is awarded which should be renewed afrer every 10 years. If the water sources are 

found in the forests, authorization is sought from the Forest Department through the 

Chief Conservator of forests. For the three water projects discussed in the study, permits 

had to be applied from the two bodies since they have their intakes in the Nzaui and

Makuli forests.

This Ministry' o f Water has specific role to play during the design stage for the projects 

since the ESAs and the local community do not have technical expertise. The Ministry of 

Water officials prepare the reticulation plans for the water projects. From the field 

Survey. 52%  of the respondents indicated that the technicians (from Ministry o f water)
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did the designs o f the projects. Over 90% o f the respondents also indicated that they were 

not a ware of the criteria used in locating the water points. As regards the operations of 

the ESAs or NGOs, there was no law requiring them to perform certain functions and not 

others.

The Ministry of Water is also in charge o f ascertaining the water yields per intake as well 

as ensuring lair distribution o f the water resources from one zone to another.

In general, the ministry is in charge of:

• Provision of technical backup services such as design, major repairs and 
overhauls.

• Monitoring and evaluation procedures (provision o f data sheets for effective 
management)

• Legal supports through the water permit and certificate of registration.

After implementation o f  rural or community water supplies, the beneficiaries are 

supposed to register them with the Ministry o f Culture and Social Services (MOCSS). 

However, of the three projects, only one project Kilinga water project was registered with 

MOCSS. The other two projects, Ikomba and Kisinzi were not registered. The current 

water committees of the two projects were not aware about such conditions 

registration. The MOCSS is supposed to assist the local communities in coming up with 

Maws, but unfortunately, it is only Kilinga water project that had such by-laws.

Such a scenario depicts a situation whereby either the local community is ignorant o 

ministries concerned have failed to play their roles. It is also a sign of lack o f co 

ordination between the local communities and ministries concerned.
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The operations o f the Ministry o f Water and ESAs are sometimes in conflict. Although 

the ministry does the design for the projects, the ESAs do not involve the ministry in 

quotation o f  materials. They are normally secretive as concerns the amount of money 

they have at their disposal. This in effect depicts o f a situation o f lack o f cooperation 

between the ESAs and ministries concerned. The ministry officials even demanded 

payments from the ESAs or Donors for duties played.

The ESAs funded the projects. The funding was through purchase o f construction 

materials and Payment o f allowances to the field staff who included the ESAs officials, 

the Ministry o f Water officials and the local people especially those who were paid for 

work done. They also funded through provision of relief food (Food for work 

programme) discussed earlier. The Catholics funded Kisinzi water project in 1985, the 

European union through MIDP funded the Kilinga water project in 1986 and the World 

Vision International, the Ikomba water project in 1990.

To shed more lightly as to why the ESAs were the financiers of the water schemes, 73% 

o f  the respondents reported that the water schemes were initiated due the availability of 

donor funds. This leads to the deduction that the water schemes initiation was supply 

driven.

During the projects planning process, the ESAs were main decision-makers as indicated 

by 89% o f the respondents. This is an indicationthat the ESAs and Government officials 

were dominant actors during the above process. The local people or the future 

beneficiaries were kept at the periphery by the decision-makers. Even though they 

incorporated a few local opinion leaders (mainly local administrators and teachers), these



did not represent the wishes o f the local people.

On implementation o f the water projects, it was hoped that they would be handed over to 

the local people to run and maintain them. However the local people were not trained on 

all aspects o f project management such as administration, finance, operation and 

maintenance. It was only in Kisinzi water project whereby the first committee members 

were taken for seminars where by they were trained on the above aspects. The other 2 

projects committees were not trained. On the same issue, 88% o f the respondents 

reported that no one was trained on operation and maintenance during the projects' 

implementation. This reveals that the local people were not aware or were not informed 

on m ost o f  the activities performed by the outsiders, hence not prepared before handing 

over o f  the projects.

From the  above discussion it can be observed that there was no cooperative working 

arrangements between the various actors though all were geared towards achieving a 

com m on goal. For instance the local people were not involved actively in the project 

planning process by the financiers while the Ministry of Water and ESAs never operated 

in unison . As indicated by the Ministry o f Water officials, there was suspicion on the 

operations o f  the two bodies. The local administrators were used to coerce the people into 

participating in the projects by providing free manual labour. Although this was expected 

to be the ir part of contribution, it was not well elaborated to them by the facilitators. 

Community participation in such a way is expected to cut costs o f the projects but the 

com m unity misunderstood on the role o f ESAs due to lack o f open communication. They 

expected so much from them to the extent that a dependency syndrome was created. This
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can well be understood by their resentment to provide free labour on the argument that 

labour was already catered for in the program. Thus partnership approach cannot be easy 

if any party is not well informed about its role in a project to undertaken. If it is not well 

mooted, the implemented projects are likely to have future problems thus threatening the 

future sustainability o f the projects as indicated in the following section.

5.4. Sustainability of the Water Projects

After the implementation o f a water projects and handing over to the local people, it is 

expected to serve them for a long period. However, experience from the three projects 

studied showed signs of future unsustainability due to challenges o f operation and 

maintenance at the community level. The three projects committees were performing 

poorly in terms o f revenue generation and record keeping. Though the respondents were 

ready to pay for reliable water supplies as indicated by 70% o f the sampled population, 

the enthusiasm had gone down due to irregular flows o f water. The respondents 

questioned on why they should pay for water that was rareiy available. The user charge 

was not collected efficiently since there were no receipts for recording payments done by 

the water consumers. An orthodox way of collecting user charge was evident. Though 

details o f the experiences in the region vary, the problems are the same. This was caused 

by a combination o f  socio-cultural and economic factors.

The major challenges to community-based operation and maintenance included the 

following problem of revenue collection. Although 70% of the respondents were ready to 

pay for a reliable water supply, the other 30% had a problem o f contributing towards post 

construction recurrent costs. Some of the problems identified were unwillingness to pay
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because o f mistrust based on experiences of embezzlement and misuse of community 

funds. These comprised of 8% of the respondents.

Socio-cultural factors also led to the above scenario. The communities since time 

immemorial have had water as open access and free. The transition from non-payment to 

payment is a situation they were resisting. This category was composed of 14% of the 

respondents. This had led to vandalism of the pipelines and CWPs as shown in plates 6 

and 7.

Plate (6) A pierced PVC pipe reflecting the rate of vandalism.
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Plate (7) A vandalized water kiosk for Ikomba water supply.

Another category o f the community members felt that water systems belonged to them 

since they had put in effort and time in the construction. They did not see the need to 

continue with contribution. This comprised of 8% of the respondents.

Out o f  the respondents using water from the three projects, only 53.3% were paying for 

the w ater consumed. This posed a challenge to operation and maintenance of the projects 

due to recurrent costs.

Non-purchase o f spare parts was another factor that threatened the water projects 

sustainability. This was evident for the three projects since worn out parts were not 

replaced.
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Plate (8) A G .l pipe at a river crossing oozing w ater for Ikomba w ater supply.

Plate (9) Unrepaired PVC pipe for Kilinga water project.

Poor procurement procedures as practiced by die management committees were also 

evident from die field survey. In cases where spare parts were purchased, the 

procurement procedures were defective. The spares were quoted at high prices hence 

leading to misappropriation o f die meagre funds collected. This was evident at Kisinzi 

water project where the only hardware selling the spares was owned by one of the
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committee members, who made sure that spares used in the project were gotten from his 

shop whose prices were extortive. The above three challenges are related to corruption 

and poor management as stated by 45% o f the respondents.

Community participation in not yet fully achieved in operation and maintenance. People 

from outside the catchment areas attend minor technical problems at times. This was 

especially evident at Kilinga water project where minor repairs were performed by 

technicians from Kisinzi water project. There were no people conversant with minor 

operations and this always led to mass water loss as shown in the plate 10.

Plate (10) A mass of water formed from a burst pipe for Kilinga water supply.

There was lack o f user education in water conservation methods and demand 

management. Some people practiced irrigation as shown in plate 11 while others left 

pipes running as shown in plate 13 hence leading to high demand in the areas in excess of 

the original demand and necessitating rationing o f the water supplies. In other instances, 

in case of pipe bursts in pipes leading to ICs were rarely repaired thus leading to more
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water loss as shown in plate 12. All the above leads to over 50% of the water being lost in

the distribution svstem.

Plate (11) Illegal irrigation practice at Nziu Sub-Iocation(Ikomba water supp y)

Plate (13) Unrepaired pipe leading to an IC for Kisinzi watei si pp y
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Poor management characterized the water projects. None of the present 

members had been trained on management aspects. There was also lack of institutional

support from the Central Government ministries.

An observation revealed that none o f the projects intakes had protective 

This accounted for dirty water/polluted from the water schemes. The sc 

simple treatment works, neither chlorination dossiers nor slow sand fi 

water was at times turbid. Even though water flows by gravity 

sedimentation tank for each o f the water projects there were no break p 

wash out valves and air valves and this led to frequent PVC pipes b 

pressure. At river crossings the nature o f technology used was not sustai 

there were cases o f pipes being broken by floodwaters.

Chapter Five has provided a focus on community participation and partn
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Rural W ater Supply schemes. It has highlighted on the rote of the different actors 

(partners) and how they related with each other, [t ends with an analysis o f the emerging 

issues after the projects have been implemented and the outsiders (financiers and 

governm ent official) have left the rural people to run and manage the water projects. It 

has been  found out that the approaches used during the projects planning process are the 

main barriers to the success of the rural water supplies in Matiliku. There were 

misunderstandings and lack o f coordination between the various actors hence the failure 

in preparing the local people on the future running and management o f the water projects.

From C hapter One to Chapter Five the problem analysis has progressed from open 

statem ents to real manifestations basing arguments on the theoretical framework in 

chapter two. However, there is need for policy proposals as a guide to alleviate the 

em anating problems. Therefore, the study cannot be conclusive without giving some 

guidelines towards the most plausible approach that can be adopted in the planning of 

rural w ater supply schemes.

5,5 Summary' of Research Findings

The study  set out to investigate five objectives. The first objective was to analyze the 

extent to which the community' was involved in the projects. In order to unveil this the 

study sought answers to five questions, which were as follows; why the projects were 

initiated, who initiated the projects, ways o f participation, levels of participation and.why 

the local people participated in the projects. The study found out that the projects were 

initiated due to the availability of donor funds. This was the response given by 73% of 

the respondents. This shows that the projects were supply driven. A further 29% of the
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respondents saw the initiation of the projects as being a solution to a felt need, while 2% 

were not aware as to why the projects were initiated.

The donors as indicated by 30% o f the respondents initiated the water projects, while 

24% by the locaL administrators and 34% indicated that donors and opinion leaders 

initiated the projects. In contrast 12% did not know who initiated the water projects.

On the stage at which the community was involved in the water projects, it revealed that 

71% o f  the respondents were involved at implementation, 4% at initiation, while 14% 

were involved during initiation and implementation. Some people did not participate as 

was indicated by 5% of the respondents.

The w ays o f  participation are important in partnership development approaches for they 

determine a group's contribution. The study found out that 74% participated through 

provision o f unpaid labour, 12% through payment o f finances and unpaid labour, 3% 

made decisions while 6% provided ideas and unpaid labour. On the other hand 5% did 

not participate in any way. This shows that the participation o f the local people was 

merely passive.

The respondents participated due to various reasons as the field survey revealed that 56% 

of the respondents were coerced by the local administrators to participate while 29% 

participated due to the expected benefits. On the other hand 10% participated in labour 

provision due to the availability of incentives in form of food handouts. A further 5% did 

not participate. The projects were thus imposed on the local people. They were not given
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opportunity to decide on what should have been included in the plan for the water 

projects.

The local administrators were vocal in organizing barazas where the local people would 

be instructed on what to do. The use o f local administrators as main agents to bring 

people into participation reflected a negative role o f awareness campaigns. The local 

people had to be coerced to provide manual labour and yet the water projects were to 

benefit them. The use of coercion has negative implications since at present with the 

change in the constitution whereby the chiefs Act was changed and they can no longer 

coerce people: cases o f vandalism and theft of the project materials are evident. There is 

no feeling o f  ownership o f the projects by rhe local people. Poor management 

characterized by poor procurement procedures, non-purchase of spare parts and lack of 

attendance to breakdowns are common phenomenon.

The second objective was to assess the organizational capacity in partnerships to handle 

rural w ater projects. This is aimed at analyzing how the actors' i.e. the local community, 

the ESA s. and the Government related with each other during the planning of the water 

projects.

For the  local people the ESAs officials were foreigners (the Mzungu) introduced to them 

by the  local administrators (chiefs and sub chiefs). The chiefs would hurriedly convene 

m eetings and haphazardly introduce the ESAs officials to the local people about their 

m ission and in the same way instruct them on the role to play. The chiefs applied 

coercion upon the local people to play their stated role. This means the local people were 

not m otivated into action in order to improve their own situation. Their participation was
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J therefore not voluntary, hence the approach used failed to activate them to work in
I
| cooperation with the ESAs and the Government.
j
! i

The relationship between the actors in the partnership development approach was not 

collaborative. Each party was out for gain and conflicts were evident. The Ministry of 

water staff performed the technical part o f the projects but only after being motivated by 

paym ent o f  field allowances. The ESAs staff and Ministiy officials always operated in 

suspicion especially as regards to bill o f quantities. The local people provided labour as a 

last resu lt in fear of punishment or due to expected benefits (wages) and incentives 

(food). The lack of coordination between the actors can further be indicated by the 

failure o f  training the local people on projects' management. This is derived from the 

response given by 88% of the respondents that the ESAs and Government staff never 

trained the local people on for instance operation and maintenance (capacity building). 

Such a  flaw in the partnership approach adopted by then is reflected by the present status 

w here people from outside the projects' catchment areas attend minor technical problems. 

It can  also be deduced from the lack o f by-laws for 2 o f the studied projects (Ikomba and 

K isinzi) that can guide on the activities o f the water consumers. Such by-laws are 

supposed  to be agreed upon by the affected people through the assistance o f the MOCSS 

officials. It can be argued that the lack o f by-laws, which can be enforced, had led to 

som e o f  the observed activities such as irrigation and non-payment of water fees. This is 

re la ted  lack o f  formal and binding contract between the actors. The plans for water 

p ro jects  were not as a result o f a shared vision o f all the stakeholders but each party 

operated  to achieve own ends.
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The third objective was to determ ine the institutional roles of the actors in the water 

development process. The im plem entations o f  the Matiliku water projects were the 

efforts of three parties, i.e. the Government through the local administration and 

Ministries (MOWD and M OCSS). the local community and the ESAs or NGOs.

The Catholic Church funded the Kisirizi water project; World Vision International funded 

the Ikomba water project and the MIDP funded the Kilinga water project. The funding of 

the projects led to the initiation o f  the three projects as was indicated by 71% of the 

respondents.

The MOWD prepared the designs for the projects as indicated by 52 /o of the 

respondents. The local adm inistrators played the role of mobilizing the local people to 

participate in labour provision. 1 iow ever this mobilization role was poorly performed for 

they coerced people to participate as was indicated by 56% of the respondents. Such 

percentages for the sampled population are inferred to the rest of the population hence the 

coming up with the above deductions.

Once projects arc im plem ented, the MOCSS is supposed to guide the water consumers m 

coming up with by-laws. However, it was only Kilinga water project that had such by

laws. This depicts an institutional failure that has f a r  reaching repercussions for the water 

Projects if they lack reinforcem ent frameworks. It is such by-laws that govern the 

activities of the water consum ers.

The donors and the local adm inistrators were stated as the main decision-makers during 

the planning of the water projects as stated by 71% o f  the respondents. This shows that
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the local people were not given an opportunity to decide on what should have been 

included in the plans* This is further depicted by the inclusion of only a few opinion 

leaders (teachers) in decision-making as was reported by 6% of the respondents.

The fourth objective was to assess the factors that hinder the sustainability of Matiliku 

water projects. These hindrances are related to the way the projects were initiated, 

designed and implemented. The local people were involved in the projects after they had 

been planned, i.e. at the later stages o f the projects (at implementation). At the 

implementation, the local people were only instructed on what to do. This is inferred 

from the percentage that indicated that they were involved in the projects at the 

implementation stage where by their participation was through the provision of labour as 

was indicated by 74% of the respondents. The labour was however provided under 

duress as was indicated by 56% of the respondents or due to the availability of other 

incentives that motivated 39% o f the respondents. Such an approach does not foster 

peoples identification with the projects.

Another flaw in the way the projects were planned for is the failure to train the local 

people on the projects operation and maintenance. User education is also importan 

because piped water is a new technology' for people who have been used to relying on 

water flowing from rivers. The study found out that there was no such training as 

reported by 88% of the respondents.

The study revealed that the water supplies had yields that could meet the present, future 

and ultimate water demands (5 0 5 .6 m3/d: 5 72.8m3/d: 699.8m3/d) respectively, but non^f 

the water projects was operating to its capacity. Unreliability of water was the most
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critical problem cited by 71% of the respondents. Such unreliability was attributed to 

failure to  undertake operation and maintenance aspects. These were rarely done as shown 

in p late num ber 10. The study found that nearly 60% of the water was lost in the system 

before reaching points o f delivery. Worn out parts were not replaced as shown tn plates 8 

and 9.

There w as lax in collection o f user fee and if ever collected, it was not done in 

accountable manner for instance there were no receipts for any of the three projects.

The unreliability of the water supplies had led to unwillingness to pay for the water. This 

is because although 70% of the respondents were ready to pay for a reliable water supply, 

the w illingness had waned out. There were 30% of the respondents who were not read\ to 

pay for the water due to factors such as claims o f  embezzlement of funds (8/o), while 

14% w anted water to be provided as a free commodity. There was a further 8 ^  of 

respondents who felt that water should be provided free of charge since the, 

p rovided  free labour during the implementation of the water projects.

The lack  o f  operation and maintenance funds was evident fbrthe three projects since 

o f those  using water from the projects were not paying for the water they consumed, 

was a  threat to the projects future sustainability due to lack of funds to meet rec

costs

The last objective was to assess the effect of distance to improved water supply on water 

consum ption. The following were evident from the study; the distances to impro\ed 

water outlets ranged from 0 km to more than 2 kins. The populations for those covering
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distances exceeding 2 kms ranged between 2 to 6 kms. The capita water consumption for 

those w ith  ICs ranged from 12.5 to 80 litres per day. Using simple linear regression 

analysis a  change in distance by one kilometre to a water outlet reflected a predictable 

fell in the  per capita water consumption o f 1.93 litres per day. However the distance 

factor co u ld  only explain 3.82% o f  the variability in consumption.

By taking a significance level o f a-0.05 and the computed F-statistic of 0.009 the Null 

hypothesis (Ho) that there is no relationship between distance and the amount of water 

consum ed is accepted because the computed statistic is less than 0.05. This decision is 

arrived at as the study shows that the amount of water consumed cannot be determined by 

the d is tan ce  phenomenon alone but by a multiplicity o f other factors.

A qualita tive  analysis indicated existence o f other factors as explaining changes in water 

consum ption . These factors included the character of water supply, the household size 

and th e  w ater consuming activities.

The s tu d y  revealed that for parts without piped water supply, less than 10 litres per capita 

per day  w as common, while for those with ICs the consumption was as high as 80 litres 

per cap ita  per day. This leads to the deduction that areas utilizing waters from improved 

sources a t close distances had a relatively higher per capita consumption.

The s ize  o f  the household also determined the capita water consumption. From the 

calcu lated  correlation coefficient of 0.1616, it shows a weak positive relationship 

betw een  the family size and the amount o f water consumed. The household size could 

only exp lain  2.9% o f the variability in per capita consumption. However a regression
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jSysis show ed that there was a significant relationship between family size and the per 

water consum ption at 0.05 significance level as the computed F-test of 0.91 was 

riarer than 0.05.

■h Policy Im plications

,t analysis o f  the water demand and supply from the study revealed that the present, 

rje  and ultim ate water demand could be met if  the yields for the three projects could 

: harnessed and distributed effectively to the user population. For instance the present 

ater dem and o f  505.6m3/d could not be met while the projects had total yields of 

..:8nr/d. S uch  a scenario means that over 60% of the water was lost in the reticulation 

otem through burst pipes, unrepaired parts, vandalism, practice of irrigation and water 

k'tage th rough  unclosed taps. The user population depended on more than one source of 

iter for dom estic  purposes. This comprised of 59% of the respondents. Unreliability of 

■iter supply w as the main reason indicated by about 71% o f the respondents as the cause 

-tae state phenom enon. It was only 16% of the respondents who relied entirely on
i

-ter from the  w ater projects.
iiI
te distances covered to the improved water supplies revealed that 38% of the 

ttpondents covered  distances beyond Kenya's stipulated reasonable distance. In addition 

'■■•ng to unreliability o f the water from the water projects, the dependency on water from 

fer sources led to the covering of distances beyond 2kms as indicated by about 51 k  of

■- respondents.
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I A further analysis as to why the respondents were not getting water from the projects 

I sealed a contradictory scenario. Taking note that the study had 25 respondent as control 

I roup which included those who were within the catchment areas o f the projects’ but not 

I using water from them, 12% o f the respondents stated that the CWPs were not 

I operational; while 17% stated that the other sources of water were closer than the CWPs 

I whereas 30% opted to rely on the other sources due to unreliability o f the improved water 

I supplies. All these responses are a manifestation of the use of supply driven approach. 

I The beneficiaries of the projects participated at the implementation stage as indicated by 

171% of the respondents. The projects were initiated due to availability o f donor funds as 

I stated by 73% o f  the respondents. Coercion was used to ensure that the local people 

I participated in the projects as stated by 56% o f the respondents; while 39% participated 

I due to provision of incentives inform of food for work and other payments.

None of the projects had adequate number o f CWPs and had passed their first phases. 

Kenya's Rural Water supply policy advocates a single CWP should serve 480 persons (or 

80 households). However this was not the case in Matiliku since one CWP was serving 

between 560 to 700 households. In addition the water points were not operational and on 

the verge o f been labeled as white elephants.

The study was carried in the year 2000 that was the year when policy makers and 

implementers had set for he realization o f water for all. The revelations of the study 

demonstrated absence o f commitment as water” wras gong away from the people”. The 

prevailing scenario in the study area is as a result o f the approach adopted in the planning 

o f the water projects. There was no coordination between the various actors i.e. the
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: iciTinicjii. the ESAs and the local community. However the following explains on the 

i k y  implication fom  the study.

r r . . .  . . t t_ _ l\ ti ,

t\7 institutional î naiienges

Te success of the Matiiiku water projects depends on the behaviours and attitudes o f the 

Aiders during their planning. The level at which the community is involved in the 

|| ianning process for projects is very critical if the community will maintain the projects.

ne study revealed that the local people are involved at the last stage i.e. implementation, 

[he notion that educated professionals may have something to learn from the 

^educated" and "illiterate" is still share hearsay for some. As many have not been 

:^inea to put views o f local communities before considering their own potential 

. :ontribution, training and reorientation is essential.

inis means that projects funded by ESAs in partnership with Government calls for 

eater empnasis on naming in communication rather titan technical skills. Outsiue 

professionals must leam to work closely with colleagues from different agencies and 

iocal people. Judgement and interpersonal skills should be cultivated through the 

! adoption and use o f participatory methods.

ror the studied projects the roles assigned to the community included carrying of pipes, 

wigging trenches, and performing other unskilled construction tasks. The thinking part 

•purveying, planning and design) was done entirely by technicians from ine Ivluw u.

me b e lie f that labour construction will increase the people's identification with the 

system being built and maintain it m order good order is wrong. This was evident uecause
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.:e rate of v andalism and mismanagement o f the water projects. The interest in using 

. sustaining the facilities had died after a while since the projects were performing 

. their capacity.

3 Enabling Policies for Local Action

e success of projects to be maintained by local people hinges on promoting socially 

ferenriatea goals in which different perspectives and priories o f the community 

embers: the Government and ESAs can be negotiated. Signed agreements between the 

:ors can promote responsible and accountable interaction. This is prompted by the fact 

at project designers tend to concentrate on three o f its elements; local leadership, local 

:mmuni[ies and locally recruited maintenance voiunreers. The assumptions for these are

. . J i .

• Winning over local leaders will help to legitimize the projects.

water committees will be able to manage and monitor local contribution 
water usage.

and

j • Through training of local aides, technology can be transferred to community, 

iowever the criteria has not been plausible in the Matiliku case. The activity tnat 

■avorves different actors calls for the drawing o f a more formal and binding contract as 

*eil as commitment. Such a contract should Spell out in detail what roles and 

esponsibilities apply to each panner in the project.

Hie constituting of local committees should neither be hurriedly conducted nor imposed 

s rhis w anes away the trust of the people. It also runs the risk ot the best representative 

:t be ing  nominated. This calls for open and democratic election.



■jx local level, the key activity that will guide the operations of the beneficiaries and 

cement committees should be the establishment uf local rules (by-iaws tnat are 

Jw lively agreed). The preparation o f such by-laws requires tile guidance of SpeCinC 

miseries (MOCSS). Such by-laws stipulate issues related to projects operation, 

^nienance and overall management The beneficiaries may agree social fines, which 

;ala restrict on the behaviour ana operations o f  the members.

) Conditions for Community Participation and Partnerships

joimunity participation and partnerships being emerging issues in development efforts 

quires new legislation policies, institutional linkages and processes. It requires the 

nation of communication networks and participatory research and linkages between the 

jovemment, ESAs or NGOs and the community who are to be the beneficiaries in the 

dan making process. However such changes cannot come simply through increased 

ivvareness o f policy makers and professionals but requires shifts in the oalance Or social 

irCes and power relations. This in effect takes care of conflicts mat are lixeiy to occur 

etween the actors.

To conclude the study. Chapter Six will bring forward proposals within tne

recommendations and conclusion.
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CHAPTER SIX: J^COMMKXDATiOfSS AND COrNCLlSiON

j  6.0 Introduction

jj

I The chapter presents various issues that arose from the data analysis upon which policy 

| implications, conclusions and recommendations are made on the most plausible planning 

approach to adopt in order to have sustainable water projects.

u.l Reconi in enda tic ns

» he study has identified the obstacle to the realization o f the goal ofproviding potable for 

ail at reasonable distance as being in the approach adopted when the water projects are 

implemented. The approach has been characterized by inflexibility and passive 

participation o f the water users in the planning process. Projects initiated through 

partnerships between the Government and donors have always relegated the community

to a peripheral role o f participating through provision of unskilled labour, inis uas 

resulted to dependency and lack o f ownership on the part of the beneficiaries, poor 

operation and maintenance and generally poor performance of the projects.

6.I.I Localized Solutions to Water Shortage

Due to problems related io water supply such as unreliability, long distances to water 

points and unfair water distribution, at the local level the people had resulted to several 

counteracting measures. By basmg on general observation, these ranged from digging
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shallow wells (ponds) especially in Nziu and Kalamba sub-location, construction of 

storage tanks for those who had house connections and intensive rainfall harvesting by 

use of roof catchment. The reliance on water from the streams and rivers was 

predominant in the study area.

However some of these strategies apart from the rainfall harvesting do not have safe 

drinking water hence their reliance may pose health risks to the consumers. Plate 14 and 

15 shows some of the strategies to counteract the water problems.

Plate (14) Rainfall harvesting through roof catchment at Kithumba Location.

Plate (15) Scooping water from the river



' 5 ironical that the water consumers in the area had to depend on such unsafe water 

r. ̂ rces and yet the water supplies had yields that could meet the regions water demand. 

This according to the study was attributed to unreliability of the water supplies, lack of 

■jney to pay for the piped water as well as lack o f awareness among water consumers on 

r.e positive aspects o f piped water in comparison to water from traditional sources.

The study revealed that while the local community is often willing to be active agents of 

change in their own lives as was indicated by 78% of the respondents but they are often 

rowerless to influence the social economic factors that determine their wellbeing. This 

calls for a change of approach in the planning o f development projects.

6 3.1 Change in the Planning Approach for Rural Water Supply Projects

|  The Mariliku water projects wore characterized by operation and maintenance problems 

are related to the way the projects were planned. They were initiated through the 

combined efforts o f the Government and the ESAs while invoking the local communities 

ot implementation stage. During the time of study the projects were operating below 

their capacity and their sustainability was questionable. The water consumers were still 

relying on water sources whose water was not safe for drinking. This is a reflection ofthe 

prevailing scenario during the planning o f the water projects where by there was a 

temptation to rely on the professionals to solve the identified problems. This is only 

advantageous in the short run but such an approach as a precedent ofthe long term solves 

little. When the professionals and a few opinion leaders position themselves as the sole 

sources of information it leads to unequal access to information which polarizes power 

hence control of the development process by outsiders. One result o f this is that the
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;jsiders often assume superiority and lose the essence o f true partnership and 

:anicipation in the planning process, which in essence should involve mutual interchange 

:f knowledge. The Government and ESAs officials dominated the planning process 

instead of enabling the local community to participate effectively in their development. 

They "hijacked "the community efforts by coercing them to participate through the 

I provision of labour which was only geared at serving their own interests. For instance 

I the Ministry o f Water staff were driven by the field allowances paid by the ESAs whereas 

I 'he ESAs through funding by foreign countries were only out to exercise their presence in 

I rural areas through the initiation o f  projects.

|  The study recommends that rural water projects should be demand driven. Thus, the 

| study is a reinforcement of the Kenya's self-help initiatives, which have been in existence 

since the 1950's. The beneficiaries of a project should conceptualize for its need. This 

means that the local community should assemble to make a record for the community 

development priorities and if they are unable to meet their problems then through the 

Government established institutions, they can seek support from the Government or the 

ESAs or NGOs. Thus the Government and ESAs come, in at this level where the 

beneficiaries have already identified what they need. Through partnership, the 

Government and ESAs come in for community assistance in fields that the community is 

not experienced. A common vision is thus evolved by the different actors for instance to 

plan for a water project. This would entail planning with the community i.e. (key 

decisions taken and full project program defined). The three parties thus collaborate in 

setting duties and identifying roles in implementation and subsequent monitoring and
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I :'l)w up of the proposed projects. This would include operation and maintenance that 

,is identified as the critical problem in the smooth running o f the water projects.

(
The Demand Responsive Approach (DRA) holds potential for improvements in 

ichieving user satisfaction, sustainability and resource mobilization by reorienting the 

Supply agencies to respond to community demand for improved services. This would 

;ater for free participation without use o f coercion or other incentives in order to induce 

people into participating. This in effect creates an enabling environment where by all 

parties involved relates as partners.

Though the study recommends for DRA several constraints may hinder its 

implementation as follows:

• Inadequate policy, institutional and legislative frameworks.

* Inadequate human, financial and technical resources at the local level.

• Bureaucratic and time consuming financial and procurement procedures.

• Resistance to change among donors, government and communities.

• Insufficient information and knowledge on DRA.

Recognizing that implementation o f Demand Responsive Approaches may not be 

possible within the existing institutional and policy framework, there is need for the 

Government to develop action plan to effect such a transition process. From the study, the 

DRA requires a carefully designed and implemented transitional program comprising.
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t Policy and program coordination to ensure that DRA are applied within a
I programmatic approach.

* Phased institutional reforms to re-orient support agencies to DRA.

* Capacity' building, learning, sharing o f experiences, demonstration projects and 
regular monitoring and evaluation.

* Modification o f on-going projects and programs to accommodate DRA.

* Development and wide dissemination o f common rules that are simple, transparent, 
coherent, broad-based and create the right incentives for communities and 
intermediaries.

1 A communication and awareness campaign at all levels - communities, ESAs and 
Government - to gain more acceptability through improved understanding of its 
benefits.

Since the water supplies have the potential to meet the present, future and the ultimate

demand there is need for combined efforts from the community, Government and the

ESAs to rehabilitate the water supplies. This can be attained through collaboration and 

having an integrated vision where by all the parties concerned work towards its 

attainment. However policy and regulatory framework as shown in Figure 6.1 should 

guide the formulation o f such vision.
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Figure 6.1 Collaboration and Shared Vision Model for Different actors

Source; A u th o r  2 0 0 1 .

The model acts as an augmentation of the conceptual framework in Chapter Two since it 

is derived ffom the research findi

in water supply projects, there is need for consensus between the actors in formulating an 

integrated vision. This is why the arrows from the different actors point towards having

shared vision. Such

may he lacking visionary leadership may be applied to inspire local people with a dream 

of how the future end state is projected to be. Incrementally, the activities among the

actors m
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The plan consists o f  the vision on the development aspired which in this case is a water 

project. As a structure plan it can be presented spatially in terms of location. This acts as 

a basis for program of activities and specific measures to be undertaken. All the actors 

will thus work towards the integrated vision on the project being planned and reach a 

consensual agreement on the role o f each actor involved in the process. The Government 

plays a key role in the organization o f  this process through the set policies, legal and 

regulatory framework. Through such an approach, community participation and 

partnerships will prove to be a powerful tool enabling all actors to work towards 

achieving sustainable developments.

The policies and regulatory framework in the country should however guide the vision. 

Such policies and regulatory framework relates to the Government policy on water, the 

Water Act Cap 372, and Forest Act Cap 385. The Forest Act in this sense refers to the 

conservation o f resources emanating from the forests. The water projects discussed in the 

study have their intakes from the forests (Makuli and Nzaui forests) hence before water is 

extracted permit must be sought from the Chief Conservator o f forests. The Water Act on 

the other hand guides on the water distribution where by water use in one region should 

not be a disadvantage to people in another region. This is why the arrow from the shared 

vision to the policy and regulatory is two-way. These will in effect guide in preparing a 

plan for the future, which in this case is to have a water supply project. This will motivate 

each actor (stakeholder) to work towards achievement of the integrated vision.
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6.1.3 The Way Forward for Sustainable Water Supply in Madliku Division

Sustainable development in water supply in Matiliku Division requires intervention of all 

actors that is the ESAs, the community and the Government. Whereas the Government 

will set the policy and regulatory framework, and provide technical skills, the ESAS can 

prov ide the necessary financial assistance if the local community lacks them. The local 

community can also contribute funds and labour to supplement the cost. All this requires 

collaboration between the actors during the planning process.

At the local level, the community can practice rainwater harvesting in order to 

supplement water from the improved water supplies. The digging and protecting of wells 

where shallow water potentials are hich in parts of Nziu and Kalamba Sub-locations can 

also be practiced. This calls for intensive hydro geological surveys by the MOWD and 

the participation o f the local people.

There is need to extend the water lines to cover extensive areas as will be dictated by the 

supply potentials for the three water supplies. As was revealed none of the water projects 

had been extended beyond their first phases. This proposal is based on the feet that the 

water supplies had yields that could meet the projected water demands for the next 20 

years up to the year 2019. The water supplies had water yields as follows. Kistnzi 

I2o7m'/d. Kilinga; 500m3/d. and Ikomba 501m3/d with present water demands as 

170.5m3/d: 158.2m3/d: 140m3/d respectively. However, instituting ofproper management

procedures should precede such an attempt.
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Community participation without capacity building is not important for water project, 

which require future operation and maintenance. Capacity building at the local level is 

essential in order to solve the current operation and maintenance problems and "learning 

by doing" can well solve this. In addition, since water management for the household is 

essentially the responsibility o f women, it is important to train them on aspects of water 

management and maintenance as men who were previously trained decline from 

providing the services or move out o f  the rural areas to urban areas. This will ensure that 

water is not lost in the system through daily pipe bursts that are not attended to. Financial 

management is also very essential. Strict financial management should be done by 

ensuring that:

i,- i

• Committee members are responsible for the project finance.

• Project treasurers ensure that all transactions are recorded.

• Each project opens a bank account for money collected.

Rehabilitation works and conservation of the three intake points should precede the 

extension o f the water lines and the PVC pipes replaced since the water supplies had 

more than 10 years since their implementation. The rusted G.I pipes for Dcomba water 

supply needs to be replaced; repair o f the rotten tank for Kifinga water supply and 

construction o f additional SOm* storage and break pressure tank for each water supply. It 

is important to note that the challenge in conservation o f natural resources such as water 

can be countered by replacing the top-down, standardized, simplified, rigid and short 

term practices with local level diversified, flexible, unregulated and long-term resource 

management practices.
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The conservation practices should start with what people already know and do well so as 

to secure their livelihoods and sustain the diversity of natural resources in which they 

Jepend. For instance, the local people have knowledge on which tree species' should not 

be planted in order to protect watersheds. In addition, the development of conservation 

schemes needs increased attention to be given to community- based action through local 

institutions and user groups such as women groups who should be effectively involved in 

conservation planning. These activities would require the combined efforts of the 

Government, the local community and the ESAs.

In zones where water supply is to be extended to cover new areas, emphasis should be 

put on erecting CWPs instead o f ICs in order to serve a large population with water. 

There is need for installing metering system in order to ensure better methods of use- 

charge collection and better accountability of finances collected by the Kiosk attendants. 

This will also ensure that people with ICs pay for what they consume as well as curb 

water vvastage. This in effect will require collaborative working between the MOWD, 

the community and the ESAs.

There is need for the MOCSS to assist the local communities in coming up with by-laws, 

which will guide the practices of the water users. The study revealed that only Kilinga 

water project that had such bv-Iaws. Such by-laws will prohibit the use of water for 

irrigation but for domestic purposes only. The local people should come up with fines to 

be imposed on those who do not comply to set regulations.

•Another critical challenge identified from the study as threatening the future 

sustainability o f the water projects was the lack of community capacity to manage the
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projects, inappropriate or inadequate operation and maintenance capacity and the 

io n iz in g  role o f the local administrators towards the water projects development. In 

view of the magnitude o f these challenges there is need o f creating an environment to 

strengthen institutions, improve leadership and organizational skills and pgr 

technical skills at the community level. Community participation and partnerships ts the 

most plausible approach, as the stakeholders (actors) will interact as equals. Each starts 

with the premise that the other has something to contribute and due deference is 0iven. 

Hence through the set vision (plan) all will work towards it attainment. If aU the above 

ventures are adopted, the proposals will be as shown in Map 6.1.
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6.2 Conclusion

|  Planning is not simply the coming up with a good plan but the process of how the plan is 

I prepared is very pertinent especially if  it involves utilization and management of natural 

I resources. The findings from the study reveal that the planning process should include 

lobbying and negotiations with all stakeholders as this enhances coordination in the 

| performance of specific roles.

The hindrance to the sustainability o f the Matiliku water projects is the result of the way 

the water projects were initiated, designed and implemented. The role of the local 

community during the planning process in the partnership approach between the 

Government and ESAs should be well articulated and understood. Any project no matter 

how economical and financially beneficial it is but ignores the ultimate beneficiaries in 

the planning process has limited chances o f ultimate success as has been revealed from 

the study, This is well exemplified by the projects' operation and maintenance problems, 

cases o f vandalism, sabotage, neglect and misuse of water. There was also lack of 

positive response by consumers in paying for water as 46.7% of the respondents were not 

paying for water consumed. This is attributed to poverty among other factors as revealed 

from the study. All these factors had led to unreliability o f water from the water supplies 

to the extent that the water supplies could not meet the present water demand of 

505.6m3/day, Though the water supplies had the potential for meeting the future and 

ultimate water demands, this seemed unattainable with the current scenario.

The role o f community' participation and partnerships in rural water development projects 

implies that if  sustainability of the projects is to be attained nothing less than interacts e
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participation or shared control will suffice as then people will participate in joint analysis. 

Tin’s in effect leads to action plans and formation o f new local groups or the 

strengthening o f existing ones for instance the Mwethya groups, which are prevalent 

among the Kamba people. This is so because partnerships have to rely on a clear focus on 

common areas o f interest so as to come up with a common vision. The roles of each 

participating group needs to be well defined during the planning process which should 

make clear linkages and strategic choices. Where external assistance is required it has to 

be defined in the context o f community priorities. It is also important to note that while 

community institutions can take initial steps to solve own problems they cannot 

necessarily perform the role done by the external units such as Government technical 

officers and ESAs or NGOs. The two can provide critical financial, technical or 

managerial assistance that may be lacking at the community level. Thus community 

participation and partnerships creates a setting in which the community and outside 

groups can work together with minimal conflicts o f interests thus ensuring that projects 

implemented will remain sustainable.

6.3 Areas of Further Research

(i) A comparative study should be done to determine how mismanagement o f the 

water projects by the local community could be solved.

(ii) Development o f mechanisms for water costing in rural water supplies which are 

not metered so as to cater for operation and maintenance especially where 

external support was initially used to finance such schemes.

(iii) A study on alternatives to partnership and community participation as approaches 

to attaining rural development.
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APPENDIX: 1

UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI

DEPARTMENT OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

Household questionnaire

'Questionnaire number.............Date...

1 INTRODUCTION

:or quite some time the water project has been in operation in this area. The study *s 
earned out to investigate how the community was involved in the project right m 
initiation, design and implementation; when the NGO/Donor was working in partners Jp 
•nth the Government. Also of interest is the water situation and problems at eate*j 
:he projects' sustainability. The information given will be treated in confidence an use 
;n writing an academic report as part of my education at the Uni\ ersity o airo 
thanking you in advance.

TiName of respondent...

h) Are you the Household head Yes /No. If no what is the relationship to the househo
head

ic)$ex...

h 11) Family size... (ii) Other relatives living in the family...

(ej Level of education...

□  Adult education dH Read and write only UU Primary level CH Secondary 

l [ Technical courses □  University level

'^Location...

[g)$ub-location...

(h)Village...

'0 Occupation o f the head ofhousehold?

H  Unemployed Q D ay  labourer Qmall-scale firmer Qferchant/trader
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| Student | j Housewife j | Professional

j) Period of residence.

3)a).Source of water

;) Piped water in homestead(ii) Piped water at a communal water point

uii) Bore hole (iv) Reservoir (v) Stream/river (vi) others specify—--------------------------

:') Why do you use water only from the above source(s)?

;) If from the water project when did you start using water from die project (state month and 
year)—---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ — ----------

13). What is the name of the water project serving this area?--------------- -—  --------------

-!). It not from the water project, state why?

(i) Lack of money to pay for water

(ii) Piped water has not reached our village

(in) Others specify*---------------------------------------- —-------------------—-----------

I 5).a) If2(ii) how far is the communal water point-—---------------------------- -

b)Time round trip to improved water point---------- — — —----------- --------  “

(6). If not 2(i) and 2(ii) how far is the water source---------------- 7-------------- --

8) . What do you use to transport your water to the homestead?---------- —  ”

9) . (a) Who brings the water to the homestead?------------- -----------------

(b) What other activity is performed by the water drawer?--------- ----------- '

10) . For those not 2(i) and (ii) how long does it take round trip to get water? ----- --- "  •

11) . How many trips do you make in order to obtain sufficient water for all uses?

12) . For what purposes do you use this water? Give approximate amount of each.

(i) Drinking (ii) washing, (iii) Bathing (iv) irrigation (v) watering animals
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13). What do you consider unfavorable about the main source of water? Give by order of 
concern.

(i) Colour (ii) Taste (iii) Smell (iv) Distance (v) Unreliability (vi) others specify 

(14). What is you opinion on whether the water is fit for human consumption?

If not what changes do you prefer?------------------------------------ -----------—--------

15) . What do you think of the time and effort employed in obtaining water?

(i) Too much (ii) normal (iii) little

16) . If 15 (i) above in what activity would you use the time saved if you spend less time?

(i) Directly productive work (ii) Leisure (iii) Others specify

I ?). Do you pay for your water? Yes/No

If yes how much and what do you think, o f the cost of water?  ------------------------- —

(i) High (ii) normal (iii) low

18). Would you be willing to spend more money in order to obtain a closer and reliable 
water source? Yes/No

(i) If yes stare how much------------------------------ —------------------ — — --------------

(ii) If no state why?--------------------------------------- — ---------------——  -------------

19) . (a). When did you first hear about the water project serving this area?

(b) How did you hear about it?

(i) Through a friend (ii) A baraza by chiefrsub chief/D.O (iii) Others specify

20) . (a) "Who initiated this project(if a person , give his/her name, occupation, sex,
education).----------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- —

(b) If more than one who in you opinion was most influential in making the decision to
initiate the project?----------------------------------------- -—-----------------------— --------

(c) What in you opinion led to the initiation of the project?------— ------- “ ---------------
(d) How was it initiated?-------------------------------------------—**——  -------------- ""
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I 21). Who were the main actors and what were their roles during the design and 
I implementation of the water project? - — ■— -—-— -------------------------------------- —

I 23). Who decided on the location o f the water points?—--------------------------------------

24) In which stage o f this project have you comparatively played an active role?

i) Initiation ii) Design iii) Management iv) Planning

(b) During the initiation, design and implementation of the project did the people concerned 
seek the opinions of the public/community in the process? Yes/No)

fa) If yes (i) what kind of ideas did they seek?------------------ -—------—------------------

(ii) How did they seek information about the initiation, design and implementation of the 
water project?

(c) If you had you been given a chance to give you opinions, what do you think should have 
been done so as to have a sustainable project?--------------— ------—-------------

35). In what way(s) did vou participate in the project from initiation, design and 
implementation?

Type of contribution How? how much?

(i) Decision-making

(ii) Finances

(iii) Manual (unpaid labour)

(iv) paid labour

(v) Ideas

v'i) Others specify

26) Why did you participate in the above stated way(s)?-------------- ' "
(0 Expected benefits (ii) coerced(iii)inf!uenced by a fiiend(iv)others specify

27) Who financed the water project?------------- — — ---------

2S) What was the role of the provincial administration (chiefs and sub-chiefs) during the 
project implementation?-------------- — ---- -------- -------------------------------
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;?) Who were the main decision-makers as lar as the water project was concerned?

;■')) Who were the first committee members of the project just after its implementation?

6

7

31) How did they come to occupy those positions at that time?

(i) Elected (ii) Imposed (iii) Seconded (iv) nominated (v) others specify

32) Did the local community organizations play any role in leadership of the project during 
the initial stages? Yes/No

Ifvcs. which ones and what role?

-3) During the design and implementation who did the technical works?

34) How long did the Government and Donor offer support for the project?

35) Were any people trained on operation and maintenance aspects during the project 
implementation? Yes/NO

If Yes how many people were trained?  --------------- -— =---------- —

36) At present who is in charge of Operation and Maintenance responsibilities/- 

(a) From the above are they members of the community? Yes/No

fb) Where were they trained on such technical aspects?---------- ' '

Name position educational level Gender previous knowledge

4



37) Do you think the project has benefited the community members fairly? Yes/No

2} If no why.------- --------------------------------------- -——--------------------------------

b) Whai do you think should have been done so that people share benefits fairly?-----------

38) (a) What problem(s) do you lace in as far as getting water from the project is
concerned?--------- -----------------------------------------------------------------— --------- —

fb) What are the cause(s) o f these problems-------------------------- :--------------------------

(c) In your own opinion what should be done to solve the above-mentioned problems?------

39) What overall improvements would you propose to be made in the running of the water 
supply project?

Thank you for your co-operation
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A p p en d ix : 2

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR LO C A L  ADMINISTRATORS

1 am a student from the University of Nairobi undertaking a research on the role of 
community participation and partnerships in rural development. Ail the information will be 
seated with confidentiality for academic purposes only.

1) a)What is the name of this administrative section?

!j)H ovv many water projects do you have in this administrative section? Name them, 

c) M o were the main actors during the implementation the water projects?

2) What were the roles o f the actors?

-) What were the initial objectives during the implementation of the water project?

*0 What has been the role of the local community in water supply projects?

I 5) What has been the role of the following in water supply projects?

(1) Local administration----------------------------— -------------- -——— ----------

,u) NGOs/Extemal Support Agencies------------------------—
(iii) Government (ministry' of water)----------------------— ------ -—

6} How has your office been involved in development activities especially rural water
supply p r o je c ts ? ------------------------ -— ■—  -------------- —-----------------“
' 1 H°w are the water project managed?---------------- -------------- ----------------

9) What problems are faced in as for as water supply is concerned?

10) What do you think should be done to solve these problems?-------- “  “  ”

11) How many households are served by this water project? — --------- ■ ‘ “

1-). What mechanisms have you put in place to take care of the project materials against 
m>suse and vandalism.

Thank you for yo u r  cooperation
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Appendix: 3

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NGOs and  e x t e r n a l  su ppo r t  agency

OFFICIALS

I am a student from the University of Nairobi Department of Urban and Regional 
Planning undertaking a research on the role of community participation and partnerships 
in rural development. Your assistance will be highly appreciated and all the information 
will be used only for academic purposes. Thanking you in advance.

1) a) Who are the main actors in the implementation o f water projects in rural areas?

b) What are the roles o f the actors?

2) Why do you venture in rural water supply projects?

3) What is normally the role of the Ministry of Water in such projects.

4) Do you face any problems in working in partnership with other actors in mral 
development projects? Yes/No

If Yes which ones--------------------------------- -----------

5) In your opinion what do you think can be done so that abo\e problems 
ameliorated?

6) How do you involve the local communities in such rural de\elopment proje

') What steps do you take during the projects’ implementation in order to en P
a t t a i n a b i l i t y ? ---------------------------- ------------------ - [ - • u\a 0f
1) What problems do you encounter from the local comm
nihating/implementation development projects?

(9) What in vour opinion can be done to solve the abo\ e problems.

Thank you for you cooperation.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DISTRICT WATER ENGENDER

I am a student mom the University of Nairobi Department of Urban and Regional 
Planning undertaking a research on the role of community participation and partnerships 
in rural development. Your assistance will be highly appreciated and all the information 
will be used only for academic purposes. Thanking you in advance.

1) Enumerate the various water projects in Matiiiku Division?---- ----------------------------

2) . Who are the main actors during the implementation of the water projects'

3) Of the above projects which ones were implemented by NGOs/Extemai Support agencies 
in partnership with the Government. —-----------------------—----- ---------------- — '

4) How do you involve the local communities during the initiation, design and 
implementation of such rural water supply projects?

j ) What measures do you put in place to ensure the future sustainability of such rural water 
supply projects?----------------------------- -—------------------------------------- ----------

6) What problems do you encounter in working in partnership with the otner actors in tne 
implementation rural water supply projects?

7) What problems do you encounter horn the local communities during the initiation, design 
and implementation of such rural water supply projects?

S) What do you propose can be done in cider to counter the above problems?

Thank you for your cooperation.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NIANAGiSivIEN i  TEAM

1. What is the composition of the current management team and their roles?

2. How did they occupy the positions?--------------------------------------------

3 .is the water project registered? Yes/No

4. If yes under which ministry is it registered t i) iviuCoo uj Association iii; NuOs

1. Do you have a water permit? Yes/No

2. How do vou collect the revenue from the saie of water;

Appendix: a

i) who does the collection?

u) What documents do you Use in collecting tiie revenue.'

iii) Huw du you Save the revenue from tue saie Oi water.

7 If you Operate a bank account, elaborate on tne oan&ing procedure. 
S. How do you perform the following: -

i) Procurement procedures-

ii) Expenditure pruCeuUIeS-

ui) Accounting proceuures-

iv ) xveportmg pro ceu lire s-

9. Were vou trained on management skihs oerbre occupying the curren p

a) If yes how many were trained anu on wnat skius

b) Who trained you'?-------------------------

c) If No. why were you not trained.'

10. Who «s in charge oi operation and maintenance.
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Are you paid for the sendees you render to the community? Yes/No.

If yes how much per month?--------------------------------------- ----- ---------------

I? To whom is the management team answerable to?----------------- --------------------

13. Kow many people (house holds) were served with water when the project was first
implemented?-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How many people (households) are served with water today by 

*\0 io s

ii) Communal water points/ water kiosks

i-■vv nat governs the activities of the members of fne water project: — 
<u. vvnat problems do you encounter m carrying the fonowing uuues.-

0 Revenue collection------------------------- -------------- ---------

u) Banking------------------------------------------------- ---------------

iii) Expenditure------------------------------------------------------------

w j rto C ou niiH g ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

v) Procurement-----------------------------------------------------------

vi) Reporting------------------------------------------ --------------------

i7. How do you solve i’ne above-mentioned problems? —
11. w uai uo propose Snuould be done in order to solve the abuve-menduned problems.

Thank you for your cooperation.



rippenuixndix 6:A  SUM M ARY OF GRAY! i i WATER PROJECTS IN oIATILiivu

!water iVearof jimriators 
IPrniprt (initiation !

[Water f Catchment | iCs jCWP 
Yields | Population ;s

Status of Supply

Kisinzi 119 72 | Catholic Diocese 
j | Of Machakos, 

GOKan &
j } j Community

! i  !
i

! i 
i I
i if i

1257m3/d jKalamba sub- 
locaiion 

|(6319)
I

i
i i

i
i

1 1 
1 
!

1
i
ii
i
i---------1--------

♦ Operational despite 
technical problems at 
river crossing

♦ Rusted G.I pipes at river 
) crossing
| ♦ Poor management 
1 ♦ Unprotected intake 
1 ♦ Unmetered water points 
! ♦ Decreasing yields

isololo 1985 Catholic Diocese 
i of Machakos, 

|GOK& 
{community
i

1131.1 m'Vd Kilili sub - 
location 

((5738)

i
i

172 10 ♦ Decreasing yields
| ♦ Unmetered water points 

| j | ♦ Water points lack doors 
| j j and windows
______!_____ !________________________

[Kilinga 1985 jMIDP.GOK 
f&communitv
i
i
i
i

501 m 7d IKithumba sub-! 16 (7 
! location 1 J 
(5544) I j

1 1

!_____ !_____

1 ♦ Intake silted at both 
1 springs
♦ Insufficient storage 

tanks
♦ Rouen tanks
♦ Unmetered water points

Ikomba

1

lw u  | W VI. GOK.
l&commimity

! i
i
ii

500m7d

i
ii

Nziu sub
location 
(5990)

i

6U |8
I
1
1
!
1
ii
l

J  . .

♦ Intake covered by under 
growth

♦ Poormanagement
♦ Unreliability of water 

supply
♦ Water points lack doors 

and windows
♦ Whiter points lack 

roofing
1987 iMIDP.GOK

1
1

Serves parts of 
2 divisions

177 9 ♦ Dirty/polluted water
♦ Insufficient storage 

tanks
♦ Dam silted

ti
1
1
it

1985

1i
i
i

_______i

MIDP,GOK
&coramunily 1 

1 !,

_______________ L J

[k angary a 13
sub-location
4632) j j

i i
! 1 
1 . I

3 ♦ Water points lack doors 
and windows

♦ Rotten water tanks
♦ Unmetered water points
♦ Unreliable water supply

riU vv uterOffiee, Makucni, 2000).
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